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Second Quarter Report - FY 1994
 

i. [brief statement of accomplishments, comparing actual accomplishments with
 
specific program objectives and activities].
 

Objective #1: Planning for WPI Project Center and Faculty Development
 

The final (and fourth) activity of Objective #1 was the completion of a
 
needs assessment. This was performed (from WPI's perspective) by Dr. James E.
 
Groccia during the first quarter of 1994. His statement (written in March)
 
discussed several items that must be considered ongoing activities of this UDLP.
 

Prof. James Groccia strongly recommend that ESPOL engage in a similar
 
needs assessment review from their unique perspective, or that his needs
 
assessment be shared with ESPOL representatives for comment and
 
discussion. Director James Rollings transmitted this report to ESPOL
 
for their review.
 

Comments are made here (where possible) regarding the developments of these
 
needs during this quarter (following Dr. Groccia's 13 point outline) and on
 
additional items that have developed this quarter that may affect this UDLP's
 
sustainability.
 

ASSESSMENT OF WPI/ESPOL LINKAGE NEEDS:
 

1. General ESPOL need for administrative and institutional policy and procedural
 
support.
 

Development of an effective educational infrastructure at ESPOL could serve
 
as an important model for other Latin American universities, and help to
 
ensure the development of ESPOL as an effective institution of higher

education. The linkage will become tighter as a result of this general

interaction and may serve WPI by expanding its programs in Latin America.
 

To 	a large measure, the PI (Dr. Rollings) has seen ESPOL institute much of
 
these improvements. Recent administrative changes and institutional
 
restructuring may have led to the changes as indicated above. Specific
 
comments from ESPOL on these matters has been requested, but not as yet
 
returned.
 

In addition, financial pressures at JPI are changing the local environment.
 
These changes might cause modifying the original assumptions of this UDLP's
 
operation. (For a background on this, see Appendix A: New WPI proposals).
 

2. 	ESPOL has expressed the need to develop procedures for implementation and
 
assessment of the Strategic Plan. UPI has had difficulty making progress

with the development of a mechanism for process and outcomes assessment also
 
and both institutions would benefit from an allocation of resources
 
(financial and personnel) to address assessment in a comprehensive manner.
 
(ESPOL's Strategic Plan was submitted last quarter and WPI's Strategic Plan
 
was submitted with the original application of this cooperative agreement,
 
please see)
 



3. ESPOL needs to investigate the development of a mechanism to encourage and
 
nurture a tradition of industrial support for higher education. This support
 
seems to be critical for both the development of joint WPI/ESPOL faculty
 
research and for the continuation of UPI student projects.
 

4. ESPOL has a pressing need for the training and retraining of it's current
 
faculty. Financial support for ESPOL faculty seems to remain a key to
 
progress in satisfying this need. (See P.I.'s comments in area iii. below)
 

5. Dr. Groccia's impression is that ESPOL faculty, in general, are still not
 
clear about the procedures and requirements involved in "project work". For
 
the WPI/ESPOL Project Center to live beyond the USAID grant ESPOL faculty
 
must "buy into" the project concept and have a clear knowledge of the
 
requirements of project advising. (See P.I.'s comments in area iii. below)
 

6. While the Linkage project has been successful in bringing VPI students to
 
Ecuador, the need remains to realize the exchange of students (faculty) from
 
ESPOL to UPI. (See P.I.'s comments in area iii. below)
 

7. To fully benefit from this exchange program ESPOL indizates a need for
 
additional English language instruction for faculty who participate.
 
(See P.I.'s comments in area ii. below)
 

8. The ESPOL Strategic Plan has identified a desire to develop "Interface
 
Departments" that cross traditional disciplinary boundaries. A need exists
 
to assist with this process and WPI has some recent experience in this area
 
that should be shared. (see Appendix A and P.I.'s comments in areas ii and
 
iii. below)
 

9. To ensure continuation of the WPI/ESPOL Project Center two needs must be
 
addressed:
 

A.) 	Contacts must be nurtured with the local Guayaquil industrial and/or
 
governmental sectors to provide at least partial financial support for
 
UPI student projects. This is extremely difficult given the lack of
 
tradition for this type of industrial/educational relationship.
 

B.) 	A housing arrangement that is perceived by all parties to be secure
 
continues to be a high priority need. Security concerns for this linkage
 
project, due to its unique relationship with governmental agencies, seem
 
to have a higher profile than at other WPI project centers. (See P.I.'s
 
comments in area iii. below)
 

10. WPI faculty need to "buy" into the joint research initiatives that are
 
critical elements of the linkage project. (See P.I.'s comments in area
 
iii. below)
 

11. 	Students from IPI need more attention to the cross cultural aspects of the
 
project experience. The preparation course (PQP) needs to be continuously
 
modified to include an expanded foc'.3 on the psychology of crossing cultures
 
and the impact of culture on individual and group behavior. (See P.I.'s
 
comments in area ii. and iii. below)
 



12. The project experience needs to be strengthened with a greater degree of
 
accountability and organization. Culture may play a significant role in
 
the development of effective student projects and relationships with
 
industry and governmental agencies. (See P.I.'s comments in area iii.
 
below)
 

13. 	An important need of the ESPOL/UPI UDLP is the development of a carefully
 
designed outcome assessment plan. This is highlighted in Dr. Frischer's
 
letter dated February 25, 1994, in which she emphasizes the need to develop
 
an objective method to assess attainment of the general goals of this
 
project. Such an endeavor must begin with a careful review of the original

grant proposal, a clarification of intended outcomes, identification of
 
behaviors and objective criteria which can be used as measures of goal

attainment, 
development of an assessment plan and schedule, determination
 
of the resources (financial and personnel) to carry out this plan, data
 
collection and analysis, and finally, report and dissemination of the
 
results. This needs to be initiated by ESPOL during the next few months if
 
this program is to become sustainable. As far as the P.I. knows, the only
 
response to the A.I.D. survey was done by him even though over thirty-five

copies of this survey were transmitted to WPI and ESPOL representatives.
 

From VPI's point of view (as discussed in the "New WPI"; see Appendix

A), 	globalization (internationalization) is of high priority; however, it is not
 
clear if this necessarily means that developing countries are of importance to
 
the 	institute or even if developing countries are of importance, whether Ecuador
 
will remain on the list of most strategic places for UPI. Growth in new
 
programs will be driven by those alliances that are proven to be of benefit to
 
UPI 	both in terms of academic merit and in financial contributions.
 

The institute's current financial stresses has resulted in a significant

lost of support to the international programs. Support has been removed in
 
secretarial and other staff services. 
The 	P.I. of this UDLP is now required to
 
perform functions that before were done by Project Center staff (i.e. securing
 
student housing, airline tickets, etc.) as well as writing all reports and
 
auditing all financial reports. Cutbacks in the Project Center (in terms of
 
staff and support line items) are placing additional pressures on the budget of
 
this UDLP and an the P.I.'s time. As an example, the institute's travel budget

for Project Center functions has been cut by 25%, administrative and staff
 
positions have been lowered and additional responsibilities have been assigned
 
to these offices. Financial pressures, not educational advancements are driving

WPI's operation. This is a significant change in the assumptions that were used
 
to frame the original application for this UDLP.
 

From ESPOL's point of view, little information is available to the P.I.
 
at this time. In spite sending numerous requests to the ESPOL administration
 
over the last five months, no information has been provided to the P.I.
 
directly. It is known the ESPOL is framing a large IDB grant directed to
 
interdisciplinary areas like biotechnology, environmental science and
 
engineering and communications technology. It appears that ESPOL would be
 
interested in working with UPI (and other universities) in the area of
 
biotechnology and environmental technologies, but no formal statements on this
 
have been received. The P.I. has the impression that operational changes at
 
ESPOL are stressing their institute as well and this is causing changes in the
 
framework of this UDLP.
 



How these institutional restructurings will effect the development of
 
the linkage agreement is unknown to the P.I. at this time. In one manner, if
 
the interdisciplinary areas are found to be commo:,n and if the manner in which
 
these are to be developed parallel each other, then it may prove to be optimal
 
for all parties. More will be said of these topics below.
 

Objective #2: WPI Project Center Establishment in Ecuador
 

Two projects were initiated during the Second Quarter of 1994 involving
 
five WPI students working at ESPOL in Guayaquil, Ecuador. These Projects are:
 

1. "Urban Transportation Pollution in Guayaquil, Ecuador"
 
conducted by S. Roix, F. Hedina and D. Varacchi in
 
cooperation with Ing. R. Paz of ESPOL.
 

2. "Environmental Impact of a New Oil Pipeline in Ecuador"
 
conducted by Lonn Beaudin and Leila Carvajal in
 
cooperation with Ing. D. Tapia of ESPOL.
 

Copies of these groups proposal are included in Appendices B and C. In
 
addition, one senior Civil Eng'g. project dealing with mining operations in
 
Ecuador was completed during this quarter. A copy of this report is included in
 
Appendix D.
 

The original design of this UDLP included no projects to be conducted
 
during this quarter, but WPI's operational restructuring and student interests
 
has caused these changes. It is not known if other projects will be executed
 
during AY 1994-95. This will depend on student interest and institutional
 
support.
 

The ESPOL faculty appear to be enthusiastic on the concept of projects
 
as a mechanism of education and have included this concept in their Strategic

Plan (see last quarter's report). Hutual growth is expected to result, but
 
institutional restructuring may alter this expectation.
 

During this quarter, WPI and ESPOL have highlighted several outreach
 
programs that have involved U.S. and Latin American projects as well as
 
university and industrial sector inter-relationships. Some of these documents
 
are provided in Appendices E and F. The general tone of these reports is very
 
positive. Both institutions seem to value the concept of inter-institutional
 
linkages, but may be struggling with appropriate means to move forward.
 

WPI has been concerned about safety issues as of late. Two letters
 
stating these concerns have been sent to A.I.D. Washington, UC during this
 
quarter. The origin of this issue appears to have come from a WPI trustee who
 
came across an internal report from Xerox Corp. that listed Guayaquil as a
 
dangerous city. The P.I. hopes that the safeguards that A.I.D. provided would
 
satisfy these concerns.
 

Financial issues of operating this Project Center seem to be more
 
important now than earlier. WPI students are more concerned about the costs of
 
overseas experiences than earlier in this project's operation. Three WPI
 



students dropped out of the pre- training course during its execution stating
 
financial constraints as the primary reason. This caused significant
 
re-structuring of the programs for June and July, 1994. ESPOL assisted the
 
developments by finding and securing low cost housing for the students.
 

ESPOL has also advanced the notion that they consider operating a
 
special freshman year for those Ecuadorians (with higher ability to pay for
 
college education) in English at ESPOL that might prepare them to go to the
 
United States, at UPI and complete their engineering training. ESPOL would
 
sanction their undergraduate degrees.
 

Objective #3: Faculty Development
 

One basic activity occurred during this quarter:
 

1. Two ESPOL junior faculty were sent to the United States for
 
intensive English language training. These two made
 
significant progress in their English skills and as of
 
April 1994 were obtaining TOEFL scores at acceptable
 
institute levels of 550 TOEFL. The VPI/ESPOL UDLP had
 
envisioned that ESPOL graduate students would have begun
 
attendance at WPI much earlier than has occurred. Complete
 
documentation (from UPI's perspective) is compiled in
 
Appendix G of this report.
 

ii. [brief statement of on-going and completed activities as compared to he
 

annual work plan].
 

Objective #2: WPI Project Center Establishmevt in Ecuador
 

The process of announcing, reporting, soliciting, selecting and
 
notifying undergraduate students seeking to participate at the off-campus
 
project centers is an intensive process that spans the entire AID FY First and
 
Second Quarters of each year. This UPI process was described in detail in the
 
First Quarter Report FY 1993 and was repeated during FY 1994. The results of
 
this institute-wide solicitation resulted in seven students selecting the
 
Ecuador project center for summer term 1994 and two for late fall 1994. UPI
 
cannot afford to execute an on-site project center when student enrollments are
 
below tenor of twelve students without additional support. It was anticipated
 
that UPI would execute three IQP -level projects during the summer of 1994; but
 
due to drop-outs, only five students completed the PQP and are scheduled to
 
execute IQPs in Ecuador during this time. The anticipated HQP also fell through
 
due to similar reasons as listed above. The process of locating students for
 
these experiences is on-going and consistent with the annual workplan.
 

Completed activities are the one MQP conducted during October, 1993 -

February, 1994. This project is included in the Appendix D of this report.
 
On-going activities include the two IQPs described in Appendices B and C. These
 
two projects are a few months ahead of the annual workplan.
 

Objective #3: Faculty Development
 

Two ESPOL selected graduate students (i.e.. junior ESPOL faculty) have
 
completed there studies of English at an intensive program in Ohio during this
 
quarter. They have attained the necessary 550 TOEFL level requirement for
 
graduate student admission to WPI. Two to three other ESPOL faculty have been
 
encouraged to submit applications for HS or PhD admission to UPI, and one
 



additional interdisciplinary PhD application has been received by WPI as of the
 
date of this report.
 

No information concerning how the proposal research projects on
 
environmental science and engineering was provided to the Principal Investigator
 
during this quarter. This workshop was conducted during September, 1993.
 

The Principal Investigator has summarized activities to date on this
 
linkage and this report is to appear in the 14th volume of VPI's Interactions
 
journal; a copy of the galley proofs are given in Appendix E.
 

iii. [Major emphasis in the report should be devoted to identifying any
 
problems which might have mitigated against the achievements of objectives and
 
activities. The reasons why these were not met should be given.]
 

Several issues relating to problems are contained in the text which follows.
 

The original design of the PI and ESPOL UDLP anticipated a greater
 
degree of interaction between individuals than has actually occurred. The P.I.
 
had designed (nearly to the point of creating a LogFrame) the program to include
 
the ESPOL junior faculty (i.e. VPI graduate students) directly into the
 
pre-training program (PQP) of the WPI students being sent to Ecuador. This has
 
yet to occur as no ESPOL applications to UPI's graduate programs have as yet
 
resulted in admission of students. To a large extent, this is because of a
 
change in the upper administration at ESPOL with a concurrent shift in
 
institutional priorities.
 

Additionally, there seems to be a disregard of A.I.D. rules by ESPOL
 
participants. In spite of UPI instructing ESPOL to follow A.I.D. rules, these
 
rules are not being adhered to and this may lead to further delays in developing
 
the linkage to a sustainable level. Host specifically, the ESPOL faculty/WPI
 
graduate students have not kept the Quito mission informed of their activities.
 
There now seems to be a clear and direct violation of A.I.D.'s policy of
 
bringing participant dependents to the U.S. without waiting the appropriate six
 
month period.
 

A problem of perceived safety for WPI students in Ecuador is of concern
 
as well. This is a difficult issue to deal with as it is primarily driven by
 
perceptions and little facts.
 

In addition to the specific concerns as discussed in the needs
 
assessment, the P.I. would list the following items:
 

(1) Funding issues are central to much of the topics leading to
 
sustainability of the linkage.
 

(2) Clear institutional commitment are needed by both WPI and ESPOL.
 
It is not clear to the P.I. that firm relationships have been
 
established between key researchers in the two institutions. The
 
reasons for this are complex and are probably due to the structures
 
of the institutions and the associated organizational behaviors.
 
Until mutual benefits are realized by all involved parties,
 
commitment will be limited.
 

Once these two general areas are addresses, all other problems will be solved.
 
To achieve these goals, communications must be clear and open and both
 



institutions must develop keen cultural sensitivities.
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100 Institute RoadWORCESTER Worcester, MA 01609-2280
POLYTECHNIC (508) 831-5200INSTITUTE Office of the President 

March 22, 1994 

To: Faculty, Staff, and Student Government 

From: Jon C. Strauss and Diran Apelian 

Subject: The New WPI 

The attached document "The New WPI" is being sent to you for your review and

consideration. 
 It includes the motivation, markting study, consultants' recommendations,

framework and investment targets for proclaiming that we are much more than a "traditional"

engineering school. We need to tell the world that we are a high quality comprehensive
university conimitted to the betterment of society through preparation of students for
technologically based careers. The WPI Plan, with its appropriate outcome emphasis and

project orientation, is and remains our fundamental educational paradigm.
 

Time is of the essence here. We have seen an 8% drop in applications for next fall,
tuition revenue net of financial aid increased only 1%last year, and our situation continues 
to change. It is crucial that we influence the recruitment of prospective students for the
fall of 1995, and to do so requires that we agree on our marketing plan this spring. We are
"dancing" with change. To take the posture that "we're fine, we'll just sit this one out" isto let someone else "choose our partner as well as call the tune." Quite simply stated, for 
us to excel, to aspire, and to continue to have a vision, we must first be able to control our revenues. To control our destiny, we need to increase revenues in order to invest in our
 
future.
 

Where do we go from here? What's the process to be followed? Our first draft, which we shared with Governance Chairs and Academic Department Heads, prompted input that ourproposed timetable and suggested changes were too aggressive. Accordingly, we are asking our
community to suggest a timetable, a process and substantive input to reposition WPI. We
believe firmly that we must move rapidly to better position WPI as the institution of choicefor the many well qualified prospective students who could benefit from our program strengths.We should stress, however, that die time pressure is to present a new marketing image that
will attract new as well as "standard" prospective students to WPI. Substantive change to
academic programs if necessary can be accomplished through normal governance processes over 
the next years. 

jcs/da:jrrun 
Attachment 
cc: WPI Trustees 

(V 



Jon C. Strauss 
Diran Apelian 

3/22/94 

THE NEW WPI 

Forewor 

This proposal begins with the financial motivation for changing the marketing image of 
WPI in order to regain control of net tuition revenue and hence regain control of the ability 
to influence our future. With that background, recent efforts in this regard are reviewed 
culminating in the work of our consultants, Barton Gillet, to first perform a comprehensive
marketing study of the needs and opinions of prospective students and then suggest the elements 
of a plan for WPI to better meet those needs. Finally, we propose a framework for organizing
and marketing "The New WPI" designed to meet the needs and aspirations of prospective students 
along with suggested investment targets to help us realize these important initiatives in a 
timely fashion. 

This proposed framework reflects the discussions we have had this fall and winter with 
faculty and staff, students, alumni, and trustees, as well as the recommendations of several 
committees and task forces including the Marketing Task Force, the Blue Ribbon Task Force, and 
the work of our consultants Barton Gillet. We start from a position of significant strength, 
we have come to understand the needs, aspirations and the external constraints of our market
place, and we have the will to respond vigorously. Moreover, our trustees have expressed their 
willingness to provide seed funding for a well conceived plan. It is important that we all 
come together to seize this opportunity to better market the extraordinary learning experience
WPI offers and to invest strategically in the enhancement of the exceptional academic balance 
and pedagogical structure of our project based learning approach. 

Though this proposal is titled "The New WPI", we do not see it as a transformation of 
our traditional values or programs, but rather a proclamation that we are much more than a 
"traditional" engineering school. We are already a high quality comprehensive university
committed to the betterment of society through pieparing students for technologically based 
careers. Stated quite simply, for us to be able to excel, to aspire, and to continue to pursue 
our vision, we must first be able to survive. As suggested by the 8%drop in applications for 
next fall, however, our situation continues to change and thus time is of the essence. It is 
imperative that we present adifferent face in the recruitment of prospective students for the 
fall of 1995, and to do so requires that we agree on the outlines of our new marketing emphases
this spring. Additional substantive changes that might be required in academic programs can 
be worked out through normal governance processes over the next academic year. 

Bacr, und 

As has been discussed many times in recent years, the rapidly rising cost of 
institutional financial aid (tuition discounting) has limited our ability to increase net 
tuition revenue. In fact, while the compound annual growth rate in tuition revenue net of 
institutional financial aid was 7.2% over the last decade, it was 4.5% over the last five 
years, and only 1.0% last year. Staff benefits and plant operations and maintenance expenses 
grew at 9.3% and 6.3% over the last five years and it was necessary to increase student service 
expenses at an average annual rate of 5.7% to invest in marketing and placement. The only
alternative was to reduce other expenses and, as a consequence, the compound annual growth
rates for instruction and department research, library, public service and information, and 

61/
 



The New WPI 

Results ef Market Sur=e 

Barton Gillet employed the firm of Kane Parsons &Associates to measure the potentialimpact of initiatives recommended by the Blue Ribbon Task Force that would move WPI further inthe direction of linking strong programs in the sciences, mathematics and engineering with
their counterparts in the humanities, arts and social sciences. 

The market survey consisted of 300 extensive interviews: 150 inquirers (of 23,000),75 no-show applicants (of 2,000) and 75 freshmen (of 700). Inquirers had SAT scores of at
least 600 math and 500 verbal. 

The size and quality of the inquirer pool is very encouraging. Here we have 23,000well qualified young men and women who explicitly requested our literature, but only some 2700of whom ultimately applied to WPI. Moreover, the inquirer pool tends to be more diverse ingender, geography, race, and academic interest, of higher academic quality, and of higher
ability to pay than either applicants, or freshmen. 

In terms of educational and career directions: 
0 33% of the inquirers, 63% of the no-shows, and 72% of the freshmen 

intend to major in engineering. 
a 39% of the inquirers, 32% of the no-shows, and 25% of the freshmen 

intend to major in science. 
o 	 Comparatively high percentages of both the inquirers (24%) and 

no-shows (15%), but relatively fewer freshmen (4%), are interested 
in biological sciences. 

o Nearly 25% of the inquirers express a medical career preference, 
but only 8%of the no-shows and 7%of the freshmen. 

0 	 Of the 19% of the inquirers likely to major in a non-science 
subject, 1I%are Arts and Humanities, 6%are Social Science, and 
only 2% are Business related. 

o 	 The comparable numbers for the total college going population in 
1993 	were 8.7% engineering, 5.6% biology, 4. 1%other sciences,
74.4% non-science, and 7.2% undecided. The 74.4% non-science 
majors include 8.3% Arts and Humanities, 16.1% Business, 10%
Educatirnn, 19.7% Professional, 9.3% Social Sciences, 2.9% 
Technical, and 8.1% Other. 

Most would agree that these numbers demonstrate enormous opportunity in the biological sciences where we have significant strengths and important strategic alliances withlocal and regional industry and in premedicine where WPI graduates have been very successful
both in gaining admission to medical school and in their subsequent careers. It is also clearthat our significant strengths in business and management are not attracting inquirers, letalone frc.shmen, anywhere near proportional to the interest in the general college goingpopulation. Moreover, the following data suggest that the inquirers do not perceive our
commitment to, and strengths in, humanities and social sciences. 



The New WPI 5. 

Average Rating of Undergraduate Program Quality 
(10 pt. scale) 

InsitutilQInui No-shows Freshmen
 

Cornell 	 8.8 8.4 8.3 

Tufts 	 8.0 7.7 	 7.8 

CMU 	 7.8 7.9 7.6 

RPI 	 7.5 7.5 	 7.8 

WPI 	 7.3 7.7 9.0 

Clarkson 	 6.7 6.7 	 6.8 

UMass 	 6.3 6.5 6.3 

UNH 	 6.1 6.4 	 6.1 

But, perhaps the most telling data from the perspective of how to attract greater 
numbers of inquirers to apply are the following: 

0 	 The factor cited most often by inquirers (67% major, 17% concern) 
and no-shows (43% major, 27% concern) as a reason for not choosing
WPI was a preference for a more all around school over a 
technological institution. 

o 	 No-shows were comparatively more likely to cite = (39% major, 
25% concern) and quality of life (21% major, 45% concern) reasons. 

BartonGllet Recommendations 

Based on their own analysis of the market survey, discussions with WPI personnel, and
their own extensive experience in higher education, Barton Gillet began their recommendation 
report with the following cautions: 

o 	 "We should begin by emphasizing our strong judgment that only a
 
major repoitioning of WPI in the marketplace will succeed in
 
making possible an escape from the current predicament.
 

" Action and change must occur on several key fronts, each of which 
advances the presentation of a new WPI providing an education for 
a world of science and technology that is undergoing profound 
change.
 

" 	 While our market research and analysis indicate that WPI can make
 
some headway through incremental changes in its recruitment
 
marketing operations, it is clear that change at the marginwill
 
not be eamzh."
 



The New WPI 7. 

Reform Marketing Process: 

"'To strengthen its appeal and distinctiveness, and to underpin the goal of positioning

WPI as "the University of the Future," we believe it is essential to develop innovations in
this process that engage prospective students on a different, more substantive leveL" These

innovations might include better counseling, electronic bulletin boards, and better prospect

targeting.
 

Framework 

Consider the lifecycle of a student's association with WPI: 

General Prospect .A Inquirer ..D Applicant ..C., Student J4 Alumnus(a) 

with the four fundamental processes: 

A. 	 Premarketing - emphasis: image and perception 
objective: increase inquirers 

B. 	 Marketing - emphasis: reality, strengths, quality 
objective: increase applicants 

C. 	 Sales - emphasis: value added 
objective: increase net revenue 

D. Educational -	 emphasis: a learning community
Program 	 objective: well rounded, practicing, or pre-, 

professionals 

If we are to increase net tuition revenue by increasing number of applicants, there is
work to be done on all four of these processes. And, as we begin to consider the improvements
necessary in marketing and sales, it is important to remember Barton Gillet's admonition that
change at the margin will not be sufficient; a major repositioning is required. The framework
for change that follows attempts to be true to these cautions while addressing the identified
needs to continue academic product innovation, refocus communication, and reform the marketing 
process. 

The marketing survey and the recommendations of the Blue Ribbon Task Force and Barton 
Gillet lead to the following observaions: 

0 We must be true to our strengths and not market what we are not or 
at least do not intend to become. 

o 	 There isenormous opportunity in the inquirer pool for biological
 
sciences and premed majors where we have significant strengths and
 
strategic opportunities. However, our capabilities are scattered 
and do not present a cohesive picture to the prospective student. 

0 There is opportunity in the prospect pool to increase inquirers in 
all areas and significant demand for Business/Management majors
where we have unrecognized strengths. 
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consistent emphasis on mathematics, science/technology, and humanities/social sciences, will
promote uniform expectations about learning and its outcomes throughout the New WPI preparing
students for careers in increasingly diverse technologically-based fields. 

To promote further community involvement in the definition of the New WPI, we advance
th-,following hypotheses regarding a unifying platform and direcion from these observations 
and the previous studies and discussions: 

1. 	 To broaden our appeal to the 84% of the inquirers who expressed a preference
for a more all around school while still recognizing our traditional roots,
Worcester Polytechnic Institute should adopt formally the name: 

"WPI University." 

The descriptor: 

"Gateway to the Professions," 

could be used where appropriate. 

2. 	 To facilitate both the fact and the perception of special care to the new 
types of undergraduate students attracted to the new opportunity areas such 
as the biological sriences/engineering, and to assure more strategic
leadership for advancing the cause of WPI University and for developing 
revenues, we should consider grouping departments along societal and market 
needs. These academic groups might change focus with time for it is crucial 
that the institution be able to respond quickly to external requirements.
The challenge is to maintain disciplinary strengths (and loyalty) and yet
define new roles for academic departments to respond to interface 
opportunities and societal issues. 

A natural grouping of existing academic departments to respond to these 
opportunities and needs could be as follows: 
" Design, Environmental, Manufacturing, and Materials Engineering 

Chemical, Civil, Fire Protection,
Manufacturing, and Mechanical Engineering

(with strong ties to Mathematics and Sciences 
and Humanities and Arts) 

o 	 Biological Sciences and Engineering 
Biology and Biotechnology and Biomedical Engineering

(with strong ties to biochemistry and chemical 
and manufacturing engineering) 

o Communication, Computer, and Information Sciences and Engineering 
Computer Science and Electrical and Computer Engineering 

(with strong ties go mathematical sciences) 
" Mathematics and Sciences 

Chemistry, Mathematical Sciences, and Physics 



The New WPI 

active learning environments, along the lines of experiments supported by
the Davis Educational Foundation, should be pursued. New computer based 
and multimedia teaching technologies and selectively reviving successful 
earlier programs such as IPI and videotaped lectures could reduce the 
number of low enrollment specialty courses and free faculty time for more 
mentoring and scholarly activities. Such a move would, however, require
significant investment in both learning technology and in transition 
development. 

Another efficiency issue that would also tie us more closely to potential
employers would be to, under carefully controlled circumstances, relax our
prohibition against receiving credit while earning pay. This would 
encourage some very good project work on Coop assignments, increase 
interest in Coop, and lower financial aid expenses. 

5. 	 A key to the success of the marketing thrust of WPI University would be the 
development of preferred supplier relationships with the markets for our 
graduates. In the engineering professions, this would mean more Coop and 
intern opportunities particularly with the small to medium size companies
that represent the growth opportunities in engineering. In the 
preprofessional areas of medicine, law, architecture etc., this could mean 
the development of 3/4 programs with appropriate graduate and professional
schools where well performing WPI University juniors would be offered 
preferential early admission to these professional schools and receive 
their bachelor degrees from WPI after one year of good performance there. 
The current BS/DVM program with Tufts Veterinary School is one example of 
such a program, but in general these preferred admission programs would not 
need to guarantee professional school admission to be successful. 

6. 	 The marketing survey reinforced the significant attraction of our global
perspectives program to broad based students. Investments must be made to 
assure that the program continues to grow in WPI University with greater
emphasis on strategic project center and exchange opportunities in the 
Americas, Asia, and Europe. We should also explore the feasibility of 
offering greater language support and facilitating international Coop and 
internship opportunities. 

7. As suggested by Barton Gillet, more formal collaboration with liberal arts 
institutions could only help increase our appeal to more broad based 
students. We should certainly see if more could be done to lower barriers 
to our students benefiting from courses at Consortium Institutions. We 
might also wish to explore more formal 3/2 program opportunities with other 
institutions. An interesting case in point here are our ongoing
discussions with Clark University concerning more formal collaboration in
graduate management education and part-time evening programs. In addition,
the ongoing work to organize and fund externally a teaching certification 
program in cooperation with Consortium institutions should be encouraged. 

8. 	 While probably not a source of large numbers of new majors, Humanities and 
Arts has a central role to play in the development of WPI University. 

9. 	 The new Entrepreneurs Collaborative established this year under the 
leadership of Donald Berth and Arthur Gerstenfeld should be expanded and 
promoted to inquirers and applicants. 



The New WPI 13. 

$.5 million for Sales 
(Fund new materials, additional staff, and travel.) 

$.5 million for Career Development
(Fund development of new Coop and job opportunities.) 

Infrastructure 

$1 Million for Re-engineering and Learning Technology
(Develop new self paced, self assessing learning technology.) 

$.5 million for International Programs
(Develop new strategic opportunities in the Americas, 
Asia, and Europe.) 

$.5 million for the PreMed Program
(Create nurturing environment for premed students.) 

$.5 million for an Environmental Program
(Develop leadership and cohesion in cross disciplinary program.) 

$1 million for Interface Disciplines

(Fund proposed interface prujects requested by

Blue Ribbon Task Force.)
 

$.25 million for Entrepreneurship Program

(Fund l;adei ship and program expenses.)
 

$1 million for Quality of Life Enhancement
 
(Enhance diversity, student development, and
 
residential and social environments.)
 

Academic Groups 

$1.25 million for Biological Sciences and Engineering
(Fund new department head; create nurturing environment for 
new type of student.) 

$.5 million for Communication, Computer and Information Sciences 
and Engineering
(Fund new high priority initiatives.) 

$.5 million for Humanities and Arts
 
(Create new role.)
 

$1.0 million for Engineering

(Fund new high priority initiatives.)
 

$.5 million for Management, Social Sciences, and Policy Studies 
(Create nurturing environment for new type of student.) 
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I INTRODUCTION 

This project develops out of the realization of an urban air pollution 

crisis in Guayaquil. Ecuador. The air quality level within a city directly effects 

public health and the general well being of the inhabitants. Property damage 

and other indirect ectnonic consequences are also present. Recognizing that a 

significant amount of the air pollution in the city is a direct result of motor 

vehicle emissions. this project will limit itself to a manageable assessment of 

this pollution source. 



II GENERAL OBJECTIVES 
The situation in Gtyaquil, if the city is to thrive in the next century, 

necessitates a great improvement in air quality over the coming years. This 

project will focls on the atutomobile emission portion of the problem. More 

specifically, the reduction in emissions and fuel savings which can be obtained 

by the city-wide adjtstment of inefficient automobile engines will be estimated. 

The team will recommend techniques and a timetable for regulating motor 

vehicle pollution which will prove favorable to the economy of Guayaquil. 



III LITERATURE REVIEW 

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT 

The main visual and physical effects of air polhition in the atmosphere 

results in it decrease in visibility which is produced by the scattering of light that 

comes from free pollutant particles that are floating in the atmosphere. These 

particles are the result of the gases emitted. One of the sources of these 

emissions is tile combustion of fuels in an internal combustion engine. which 

produces toxic gases. Those gases are harinful to humnans. animals and plants. 

The destruction of plants is caused mainly by Sulfur Oxides (SOx). The process 

that facilitates tile destruction of plants is the combination of SOx with other 

chemicals that exist in tile atmosphere. (3, 28) As it result of this oxidation. 

two types of comlpoutnds are produced, sulfites and sultlric acid. Sulfuric acid. 

forned in tile atmosphere from automotive and industrial emissions. descends 

on the earth in the tO-m of acid rain. (2. 134) Acid rain not only destroys 

plants but also contrihutes in large quantities to the contamination of lakes, and 

as a result kills tmndervater life. The contamination of water is harmful and 

jeopardizes human and animal life . Long exposures to this kind of environment 

causes cancer. pneutmnonia. bronchitis and emphysema. (3. 28) 

ENGINE EMISSIONS 

Eng-ines disclharige different gases at different stages of the engine-stroke 

and at thc e',hdust pip,. A'cgttlar automobile engine produces 25 7 of the 
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emitted hydrocarbons (HC) and 25 % of tile particulates at the crankcase, 20% 

of HC in the fuel tank and carburetor, and 55% of tile HC. 99% of theCarbon 

Monoxide (CO),991 o"the Nitrogen Oxides (NOx). 99,( Sulfur of the Oxides 

(SOx) and 75 ofttie pacticulates in tic exhasI,) ipc. %1.374). In the United 

States each I)Olltitallt Cmitted by auto iobiles contributc,, for 53 % of the total 

HC, 74% of the CO. 50% of the NOx, 3.3% of the SOx and 2.3% of the 

particulates in the atioslphere. (1, 370) 

CONTROL AND REGULATIONS OF AIR POLLUTION 

There are many options available to policy-makers interested in curbing 

automotive emissions. A convenfient, efficient public transportation system is 

an obvious consideration. Restricting attomiobile usage on a daily and weekly 

basis has been attempted in Mexico City, and has proven ineffective (5, 28). A 

tax on fuels will reduce use, but this presents a complicated economic issue 

regarding the optimal level of taxation for economic stability. The focus of this 

section. in keeping with the general objectives of the project. will be engine 

adiustments and control devices available for emission reduction. 

Gaseous pollutants such as emissions from iotor vehicles can be 

reduced by implentting regulations and controls in the usage of automobile 

m,2en-ines. The r-,,, Htion , ra,, def :he p.rnissible dischlrge rate of 

emissions, or sct a ininimUni fuel efficiency standard for the vehicle. (1,7). 

Air quality surveys may be added into the regulations for the purpose of 

deternining the concentration of ;,ir pollutants in the atmosphere which are 

considered to have an effect. In the United States there are two types of air 

quality standards: primary standards, which are based in the protection of 

health, and secondary standards, which are for the protection of public welfare, 

stich as the protection of the effect of pollution in property. materials, climate, 



economic capital, and in personal comfort. These levels of pollution are 

surveyed by the government so pollution will not reach dangerous levels in a 

specific geographical area. (4, 389) 

Emission standards are developed by the c)ntltOllinlg agency, specifying 

the maximum amo1110t ot emitted pollutant allowed per motor vehicle. this can 

be given in pounds of particles or by other assessments. (2, 293) Government 

emission standards can be based on an agreed upon national or municipal 

strategy, which can be summarized as (1) to respect the level of restriction 

regardless of the consequences, (2) to require to use of the best pollution control 

equipments. (3) to require stricter restrictions ahead of time to encourage the 

usage of higher technology, (4) to be ready for futtre changes in restriction. (4. 

393) The enforcement of regulations is the most iniportant part of an effective 

air pollution control )rogrami. The regulations should provide for surveillance of 

the emission source, evaluated emission data. and the feedback for the operator 

in his compliance with the regulation. (I. 62). The control is the equipment is 

selected. designed and alpplied for the necessary reduction of pollutant 

emissions. The W'e2t hitions can be satisfied by the inteuration of mechanical 

devices in engines to 'educe toxic emission and/or increase fuel efficiency. (1, 

7) 

AIR POLLUTION CONTROL REGULATIONS 

There are three major elements tmat should be 

considered in constructing a regulatory plan: 

S.-HIeath.
 

Protection t"human health is the major objective of air pollution 

control, the implementation of regulations shouild consider the well-being of the 

population. (1.43) Aim- pollution also affects animals and food crops. the direct 

food sources for humans. Air pollutants fall from to the ground contaminating 



the soil and plants. Animals that eat those plants can acquire small particles of 

toxic compounds. This process is also harnful to humans, as it is found on the 

food that came from those animals. Automotive emissions, specifically, are 
contributors to nervous system damage, act as carcinogenic agents. and irritate 

the eyes, skin. and lungs of exposed humans(2, 136) 

2. - Influence of Geography. 

The concentration of motor vehicles in the urban cities must be 

considered in any plan. An attempt to impose blind regulations without regard 

to geographic needs would surely fail. 

3. - Economic FeasibilitY. 

The plan must be developed in a manner which considers the needs of 

the local economy. 

EMISSION CONTROL SYSTEMS 

Tile solution to the problems can be considered under 

three broad action categories: 

L--Application of control devices. 

Evaporlytion Losses. The most common procedure is ventilating the fuel 

tank, when the engine is off the vapors will be absorbed by the charcoal, and 

when tile engine is runnming a pressure valve allows thc return of gasoline vapors 

into the engine. This process. developed by Esso Research. is called the 

adsorption-desortion system. (1. 386) 

CrankcaseEmisions. The engine crankcase may be modified to control 

the emission of unburned HC. This control involves the recycling of the gases 

from the engine oil sump into the combustion chamber. (1.386) 



Evhaust Elnission.. Some of the pollutant controls may be accomplished 

by thermal incineration, catalytic combustion, absorption and wet scrubbing. 

Thermal incineration will reduce or oxidize tic gas apois. which can reduce 

the of toxicity of the !,:i". For example. carbon iono-:i,!z (CO) and 

hydrocarbons are oxidized into carbon dioxide (CO2) and "vater (H20). The 

reduction of nitrogen oxides (NOx) can be obtained by combustion under rich 

gasoline mixtures, adjusted within the engine. The installation o1 acatalytic 

converter in a motor vehicle will reduce the usage of fuels. and the reduction of 

emission gases will directly result. Absorption works by the principle of 

internolecular forces attracting certain gases and they will retain them in the 

surface. then the resultant material can be discarded as a solid waste. (1, 7) 

2.- Alternative enines design for a more efficient fuel combustion. 

Engine A'odilications. Engine modifications can include the 

implementation of more precise carburetor mixtures. spark-timing adjustments, 

and air inljection into the exhaust manifold for the better incineration of fuel. 

(1. 388) AI'enwiti-'encine designs can provide better technology 

for the reduction of' fuel consumption. Fuel ,iibqtiwution can provide a less 

toxic reaction in the process of combustion. 

3.- The development of mass transportation systems. 

A mass transit ,yseni is developed according to poptlation distribution 

as apossible alternative to the implementaiihon of ecinoinically resLictive 

regulations . An examle tof'mass transit is the adtliiion of rapid transit 

systems (usually intra-city trains and buses), which will decrease the flow of 

traffic. The improtement of traffic flow, the uses of small cars and the public 



transport pricing policies will decrease atmospheric levels of HC and CO. (1, 

392-396) 

AIR POLLUTION CONTROL AGENCIES 

Control agencies consist of numerous technical and policy professionals 

involved in measuring pollution levels, necessary for enforcing regulations. 

The agencies are responsible by for measuring and surveying of air pollution on 

the chemical level. There are agency departments responsible for keeping 

records on pollution levels on a vehicle by vehicle basis as well as on the 

national level. and others responsible for giving explanations to the public about 

the restrictions which will work in court cases. Control agencies conduct 

emission inventories and survey the overall air quality. Maintaining an overview 

of the relationship between pollution emissions and the concentrations they 

produce. The agencies should be able to predict extreme meteorological 

disasters which can result in an increase the hannfulness of everyday pollution. 

These agencies should have serious involvement in the long-term management 

of urban areas. (2. 293-299) 

Economic Impact 

Air pollution costs money in terms of public health 

property damage, and controlling air pollution has costs as well. (1. 8) ) The 

implementation of regulation and controls requires an investment in the control 

equipment. It is often difficult for the government to justify investment in 

control equipment because it has a zero rate of return. With the execution of 

higher order regulations, required capital and operating costs increase. (1, 8-9) 



IV) SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES 

(1) The project goal requires a general knowledge of tile automotive field in 

Guayaquil. Infonation on the types of automobiles and their emission 

characteristics will be compiled, and emission levels throughout the city will be 

estimated. 

(2) Health problems related to automotive emissions will be assessed, and this 

information will he used to support the final recommendations of the project. 

(3) Engine adjlstments and control systems. the fundamental basis for this 

project. will be identified as possible starting points for a strategy to reduce 

emissions throughout Gtayaquil. 

(4) The economic consequences. both positive and negative. of car by car 

adjustments will be generally assessed. This will also serve to support 

possible government regulatory strategies. 



V METHODOLOGY 

The survey of the local automotive field will be entirely dependent on 

the records kept by government agencies. A meeting with a representative of 

the Guayas transportation commission is desired, as well as interaction with any 

other municipal or national organizations which may have information regarding 

automobile usage in Guayaquil. The technical infornation about the most 

common types of vehicles will be obtained from automotive manuals. once the 

types of vehicles are known. 

The project will then enter into a stage of assessing various possibilities 

for engine adjustment and controls. A meeting with a public health official is 

necessary to identify the major effects on human health which can be obviously 

attributed to air lollttion. specifically autonobile emissions. Techniques of 

controlling detrimental levels of emission will be evaluated according to the 

public health needs of the city. Various combinations of adjustments and 

controls 

and the available technology will be laid out as possible regulations. 

An attempt will be made to estimate rough economic costs and benefits 

of implementing possible strategies requiring engine adjustments. This may 

require information or technical (of the automotive and/or economic variety) 

knowledge outside dhe scope of this project. However, this issue will be 

addressed in the final document, even if the decision is to leave this estimation 

to another authority. 

The final phase of the project is to obtain infornation about how 
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regulations of this iiature would be introduced and enforced. Meetings with the 

representatives of the Energy Ministry, the Ecuadorian Sanitation Institute, and 

the GUtayas t-dilsporlatiO conunission are desired to discuss the best political 

policy for the adaptation ol regulations. 

It is the hope of the team that the final conclusions of the project will be 

in a format so as to serve as support whatever Ecuadorian agency undertakes the 

task of bringing automotive pollution reductions to Guayaquil. The team hopes 

to learn about the needs and economic realities of Guayaquil and incoiporate 

these into a feasible recommendation. 
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Abstract
 

Ecuador is an oil dependent nation that uses funds from oil production to pay its 

debts and to fund its economy. Present day, Ecuador wants to boost oil production in 

order to boost funds for the country. Ecuador wants to accomplish this by adding another 

oil pipeline from the Amazon to the coast. This secondary oil pipeline is very important to 

Ecuador, so important infact that Ecuador will degredate a tropical rainforest for oil. 

Our project focuses on the development of a plan to best suit the environment, 

people, and government of Ecuador. First we will look at prior impacts of the previous oil 

pipeline. We will give guidelines on environmental regulations for the construction of a 

new oil pipeline. Lastly, we will do an impact study of the affects of the new pipeline on 

the environment, people, and economy of Ecuador. 



1. Introduction
 

Ecuador is an oil dependent nation with funds from oii production making up seven 

percent of Ecuador's economy and oil production also pays for eighty percent of Ecuador's 

outstanding foreign debt. In 1967 at base camp, Lago Agrio. oil production was started. 

This first endeavor was funded by Texaco an american company. Best oil production to 

date has been at this site called Block 16 which is located in the west central part of the 

Amazon that is contained in Ecuador. The block is operated by Conoco, Nomeco, Maxus, 

Murphy, Canam, and OPIC. In 1971 the Law of Hydrocarbons was inacted by tie 

Ecuadorian government. This law created Petroecuador but more importantly it stated that 

after twenty years of oil production, the foreign countries operating the wells must turn the 
wells over to Petrecuador. In 1991 the government opened up 800.000 hectacres to 

exploration by foreign oil companies.(Parlow 20) To date thirty companies witn over four 

million dollars are invested in Ecuador today. There is all this exploration and petroleum 

2eoiogists calculate that half of the oil supply has been extracted. They also think that in 

fifteen years all the oil in this region will be extracted.(Parlow i6) Oil fields found in the 

Amazon Basin will be smaller and harder to find. 

With this type of exploration in an ecologically sensative area so environmental 

regulations must be enacted. Due to the amount of dollars oil production contributes to 

Ecuador. it seems no one wants to develop an envirnmental policy for oil production 

companies to follow. To establish an environmental policy in Ecuador will take efforts but 

the Ecuadorian government as well as foreign governments. Presedent Borja enacted an 
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100,000 dollar environmental tax on foreign oil companies who sign oil agreements with 

Ecuador. Along with environmental laws, a commission of representatives of the 

indigenous people of the Oriente should be established. This commission would help 

formulate and manage the repairs to ecological and sociocultural impacts made by previous 

oii production. The commission would also minimize the construction in the Amazon by 

overseeing and consulting on new projects. 

For environmental reform to really take place in Ecuador. foreign countries must put 

pressure on Ecuador to reform. The United States should take the forefront in this endevor 

since it purchases the most Ecuadorian oil. Steps the United States could take are: supply 

funding for ecological cleanup, demand U.S. oil companies in Ecuador use more 

technologically advanced practices which will reduce harm to the environment, ease 

Ecuador's foreign debt, and lastly the U.S. should conserve fuel at home since we are the 

biggest consumers of Ecuadorian oil. World Bank has put pressure on Ecuador by. 

stopping a one-hundred million dollar loan if the Ecuadorians do not establish some kind of 

environment regulations. Another measure that may be taken is to require that all oil 

companie produce an environmental impact study before any exploration is done. If world 

governments will not get involved then the fight for the Amazon will fall on the shoulders 

of groups such as: international environmental firms such as the Sierra Club Legal Defense 

Fund. Human rights organizations like The National Resources Defense Council, and to 

the indigenous people of the Amazon. These latter groups do not pull as much clout as 

world governments. For example CORDAVI, an environmental law firm tried to block 

Conoco from exploring a part of the Amazon which was restricted from oil exploration, 

CORDAVI lost.(Parlow 20) 
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Another problem with oil exploration and extraction is toxic waste production. Oil 

wells generate four million gallons of toxic wastes a year. Common elements in toxic 

discharges are oil, sulfates, mercury, lead and arsenic. Thes d:iarges kill fish, plant, and 

animal life, which has shown up in Ecuador's malnutrition rate of sixty-five to eighty-five 

percent. Also cancer, birth defects, and respertory problems are on the increase in areas 

surrounding oil production areas. Luis Vargas. president of Ecuador's Pan-Amazonian 

Indigenous Organization, CONFERAIE, describes rivers and streams which run black 

from spills, "The highly toxic petroleum floods combine environmental degredation and 

ethnocide." (Parlow 22) 

Along with oil production come roads, one million hectacres have been opened up 

to colonization from oil exploration and production roads. Conoco a U.S. oil firm plans to 

build ninety miles of roads in the Huadrani Territory. Thes roads will be close to the 

protected Yasuni National Park. If these roads are built this park is in danger of being 

colonized. 

The opening up of land for oil exploration is culturaii and physically killing the 

indigenous people. Evaristo Nugquag, president of COICA, the Pan-Amazonian 

Coordination Committee says, "Without the rainforest we !he indigenous people) will 

disappear. We have no other place to live." (Parlow 22) In April of 1991, the Ecuadorian 

government gave one-third of the Huaorani Territory back to th, indigenous people but the 

government kept the mineral rights inclueding oil for themselves. 
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Ecuador's real problem is that they will sacrific the environment because they need 

money to pay off debts. Ecuador needs to find a balance between paying bills and saving 

the environment. This is where our project comes in, we can give Ecuador some 

environmental guidelines to follow to help them in their quest to breakout of their third 

worid mold. The environmental guidelines will not hamper oi production and will save the 

environment. 
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1.1 General Objective
 

Petroecuador, the Ecuadorian oil company, has decided to expand their crude oil 
tranportation system for the Oriente to the coast. At the coast the oil is refined for internal 
use as well as exportation to foreign countries. The new oil pipeline will bring crude from 

Lago Argio to Esmeraladas. 

The first thing to do is to look at past problems encountered by the previous oil 
pipeline. Problems to be explored are earthquakes, oil spills, and deforestation. An 
environmental impact study of the previous oil pipeline will be done on site. During this 
study irregularities in vegetation, pipeline structure, social impacts will be addressed. Also 
water samples !,akenat various sites along the pipeline will be taken to test water quality 

sourrounding the pipeline. 

The Alaskan oil pipeline is also in an environmentally sensative area, like the 
Ecuadorian pipeline. A comparision will be done between the two oil pipelines to give 

guidelines for the new pipeline that is to built. 

Interviews with government officials will give the feeling the Ecuadorian 

government has about this project. This will show how companies who will be involved in 
this project can expect the Ecuadorian government may react in certain situations. 
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Lastly U.S. environmental laws will be presented along with water quality 

standards for Massachusetts in the United States. Water quality standard include standards 

for drinking water and wastewater dicharges. 

From all this information a recommendation for the project will be given. The 

recommendation will include environmental laws to use as guidelines. It will also show 

cultural and social impacts for the proposed new pipeline. The recommendation will be as 

cost efficient as possible with as little environmental impact as possible. 
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2. Literature Review 

2.1 Spills and Earthquakes 

Environmental studies commissioned by the World Bank say that more than 4.4 

million bbl of hydrocarbons have been spilled across the Ecuadorian forest in a hundred of 

minor mishaps. About 80% of these spills were released in activities related to production, 

15% at two refineries (Esmeraldas and Libertad), and 5% during transportation. (Oil & 

Gas Journal, Nov. 8, 1993) 

Since 1972, thirty major ruptures of the trans-Ecuadorian oil pipeline have 

occurred. More than 65 million liters of crude oil were spilled into diverse rivers in the 

Oriente. This is more than the Exxon Valdez spill in Alaska. which has been recognized as 

one of the greatest environmental world tragedies. (Oil & Gas Journal. May 3, 1993) 

Also, earthquakes at the Oriente and Andean region have caused damage to the 

pipeline. Once an Earthquake close to Lago Agrio caused the rupture of the pipeline. This 

had to be shut down temporarily, and the oil had to be transported through Colombian 

territory to the Pacific coast. Enormous environmental and economic costs were the result 

from this tragedy. 



2.2 Deforestation
 

One Ecuador's biggest problems is deforestation. Deforestation started in the 

1960's with highway construction and a large influx of settlers, who changed forests into 

pasture lands. Logging is the most extensive form of deforestation. Indesriminate clearing 

of tropical rainforests leads to site deterioration and specie loss. Sustained use of these 

ecosystems requires avoiding long periods of soil exposure. (Anderson 1198) Harvesting 

of rainforest with heavy machinary leads to serious land degredation but using too little 

machinary leads to small harvest returns. Here again we go back to Ecuador's plight, save 

the environment or make money. Deforestation of the tropical rainforest is a crisis of our 

time and the Ecuadorian government probably will not set any guidelines for forest 

harvesting, they are more concerned if the projected yields will meet current demands. 

Factors that enhance deforestation are uncontrolled settling, mining, logging, 

shifting cultivation, and pasture conversion. Fire is another rroblem due to the fact that 

there is an accumulation of organic debris following deforestation to give fuel for fires. 

Forest operations are limited to the dry season when the chance of fire is at its peak. 

Industrialization leads to more deforestation. 

Industrialization is conviently viewed as a powerful catalyst fordevelopment. It can generate numerous spinoffs in a wide range ofeconomic sectors, leading to a large demand for raw materials, marketproducts, improved infrastructure. New employment opportunities enablesregional populations to increase, further sparking economic growth.
(Anderson 1202) 
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Inthe tropics, industrialization can lead to environmental degredation such as deforestation. 

Charcoal consuming industries increase deforestation rates. CURD, Compania Vale De 

Rio Doce gave recommendations for forest management. (Anderson 1190) 

1.Cut all vines six months before exploration 

2.Cut understory vegetation during exploration 

3. Selective harvesting of trees 

4. Leave representatives of desirable tree species 

Other options include having exsisting industries produce goods of higher value because 

harvesting of large amounts of biomass for production of low quality products (i.e. pulp 

and charcoal) can lead to nutrient loss and long term degredation. (Anderson 1198) 

Charcoal demand by industries may decline if technical alternatives for power are 
implemented. Slash and bum areas where the charcoal is spread evenly around the area 

show rapid regrowth of many species. A key issue for deforestation is the managing of the 

extraction of fuelwood versus time. There should be a twenty-five to thirty years between 

harvests. (Anderson 1199) The annual deforestation rate is one point four percent. 

Dutch studies show, that sustainable management is possible and can
produce an average annual yield of one cubic meter of hich quality lumber 
per hectacre in a twenty year rotation. Studies of nutrient cvcling indicates
thart lowland forests should be managed for moderate extraction of hih
quality products which can be removed with little nutrient loss. (Anderson
1198) 

Deforestation is important because it has two important affects. First if the land is 

cleared and the topsoil is left bare to the elements, the thin laver will wash away. When 

this layer is gone, no vegetation will grow. The other important affect is that there is a 

change in climate due to the forests being burned. Trace emissions of toxins are sent into 

the air along with increased levels of carbon dioxide, which may be causing global 

warming. 
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PETROECUADOR's Crude Oil Pipeline Project
 

"To cope with the additional production expected. Petroecuador plans to 
expand the Lago Agrio-Balao trunk pipeline to 450.000 b/d. A new parallel line to the 
existing one willbe built. It will be buried at points along the eastern side of the Andes. to 
avoid damage from earthquakes. Basic engineering for the newiine is complete. 

In addition, a third line is under consideration from Villano to Baeza.to transport oil 
from several blocks in the Oriente. The proposed 171 km. 18 in. pipeline will begin in 
ARCO's Villano field, where ARCO has discovered about 176 miilion bbl of heavy oil. 
and will extend to pump a station at Baeza on the Lago Agrio-Balao trunk pipeline. From 
this point the trunk line will be expanded to about 450.000 b/d from its present 325.000 b/d
capacity." (Oil & Gas Journal Nov. 8, 1993) 

http:Baeza.to


"Underlying th tone of the reforms is a master plan developed by ICF that foud 
about four billion e spent on Ecuador's petroleum sector during 1994-2005 to achieve goals 

the government identified. That breaks out to more than two and one half billion dollars for 

explorationa and development, 971 million dollars for expanding Ecuador's pipeline 

system, and 473 million dollars for upgrading the refinery section. 

Almost doubling oil production to more than 650,000 b/d in 1997, subsequently 

declining, to 250,000 b/d by 2008. This would come mainly from infill drilling and 
waterflooding in Shushufindi, Sacha, And other large fields. Carbon dioxide flooding and 

development of Ecuador's Pungarayacu tar sands would also be considered, Projection 

include undiscovered oil reserves pegged at 600 million barrels. In addition offshore 

Amistad gas field would be developed, with resulting gas production intended to back out 

fuel oil use in the Guayaquil region. 

Expanding the SOTE oil trunk pipeline capacity to 600.000 b/d by 1996 to 
transport increased volumes of Oriente crude to Esmeraldas for export. Heavy crudes 
would be blended in the Oriente with lighter crudes to meet minimum viscosity 

requirements for pipeline transport. Additional crude lines from Santo Domingo go to La 

Libertad and directly to the trunk line from the southern Oriente. plus use of exsisting lines 

in Columbia and Peru, are also possible. 

Upgrading the Esmeraldas refinery as soon as possible by adding a coker, another 
fluid cat cracker, and other units in order to reduce surplus volumes of lower value No. 6 

fuel oil. Crude proccessing would increase to meet expected increases in domestic product 
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demand , expected to rise to more than 175,000 b/d by 2008 from slightly more than 

100,000 b/d in 1993. The La Libertad refinery would be maintained at low throughput 

levels through the 1990's. An alternative new refinery could be considered at Santo 

Domingo or Quito. 

Under the master plan, cash flow from production would exceed three billion 

dollars per year during 1996-2004, once major pipeline and oil field investments have been 

made. Spending would peak at two billion in 1993-2004." 

(Oil & Gas Journal, Nov. 8, 1993) 
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2.4 Geographic Localization
 

Ecuador lies on the northwest coast of South America. boardering on Columbia to 

the north and Peru to east and south. The equator runs through northern Ecuador and most 

of the country lies south of the equator. There are three distinct geographical areas in 

Ecuador: the Costa, the Sierra, and the Oriente. 

The Costa spans fron the pacific coast to the Andes Mountians in central Ecuador. 

The ocean current controls the weather in this section of the country. El Nino from the 

northern waters produces the hot and rainy season which runs from January to April. The 

Humbolt Current from the south brings the cool season from May to December. Most of 

the region is semi-arid desert but some wetlands may be found near the coast. Many of the 

forests in this region have been stripped for fuelwood or colonization. The only forests left 

are Rio Guayas Basin and in the Esireraladas area. The largest city in this region is 

Guayaquil which lies on the southern coast and contains a population of about two million 

people. A large number of the two million people live in squatter towns that surround the 

city. This rLgion contains the worst environmental damage of the three regions. 

The Sierra region lies between the Costa and the Oriente. It contains the Andes 

mounLian range. The Andes contains two mountian ranges with a valley located between 

the two. Quito, the capital, lies in one of these valleys on the eastern slopes of the active 

volcano, Guagua Pichincha which is located ten kilometers west of the city. There are 

three important habitats located in the Sierra region: snow fields, tundra, and forests. The 
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snow fields are glacial and are covered by snow and ice. The tundra is found above the 

treeline and may contain swamps, grasslands, or patches of short trees. As for the forests, 

ther are only a handful left. Most are located on hard to reach, extremely steep slopes. 

Again most of the forests were used for colonization. 

The Orient lies east of the Andes and is a vast jungle, containing twenty-seven 

percent of Ecuador's territory (75000 square kilometers). It forms part of the Amazon 

Basin. The basin is asymmetrical in cross section. dipping to the west and the south along 

its eastern flank and steeply eastward along the narrow west flank. The climate is humid 

and tropical with a mean annual temperature of 24.6 Cand an annual precipitation of 2100 

mm a year.(Luizao 806) The rainforest is made up of three parts: the subforest, canopy, 

and the upper canopy. The subforest contains plants below the canopy and the upper 

canopy of treetops covers the canopy. With these three layers not much of the rainwater 

reaches the ground to supply the nutrients to the ground. The Oriente is a self-sufficient 

ecosystem, clouds originate and dump their water here. Most rain is caught in the trees so 

the cloud formation process can begin again. 

The oil pipeline will have to traverse all three of the these regions to get the crude to 

port. The oil is pumped out of the Amazon, through part of the Amazon. over the Andes, 

and out to the coast to be refined and exported. The pipeline will have social, economic, 

and environmental impacts on each region. We hope to minimize these affects while 

bringing a larger amount of crude to coast. 
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2.5 Geologic-Morfologic-Geotechnic Aspects 

Ecuador is a geologically active area, with the volcanos and the Andes mountians in 

this are there is a lot of Earth movement going on. Ecuador lies on the Carribean Plate 
which id moving in a westward direction along a slip fualt. The Andes mountioans are 

formed from a bsubduction zone where onre plate rides over another causing uplift of the 
Earth, which causes the mountians to rise. Also there is volcanic activity going on with 

many active volcanoes streching from the Andes mountians to the Galapacos Islands. 

With all this activity going on any project in this area must take these impacts into 
considcration. The pipeline must be built to withstand the effects of this geologically active 
area. Earthquakes could possibly rupture the pipeline causing environmental damage and 

an economic disaster for Ecuador. 
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2.6 Water Quality
 

There is really no information on Ecuador's water quality so a brief description for 

drinking water and wastewater discharge for domestic as well as industrial waste will be 

given. Standards for drinking water and wastewater discharges for the United States will 

be given. 

Drinking water has two sources, well and surface water such as reserviors. Water 

from wells often does not need to be treated because the water is treated by natural 

infiltration. Surface water should be disinfected and the solids should be removed. Both 

types of water should be tested to see if there are any abnormalities contained in the water. 

Tests that should be done are: 

Solids Hardness 

Alkalinity COD 

Turbidity Nitrogen 

BOD Phosphate 

Chlorine Iron 

Coliform Copper 

CaCO3 

Solids come in different forms such as dissolved, suspended, and volitile. Each 
needs a different removal process, for exanple suspended solids are settled out in settling 

tanks. These solids allow bacteria to hide and makes it hard to disinfect the water. 
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Alkalinity is the measure to see how acidic or buffer a water sample is. A high pH signifies 

an acidic water which may kill plant and animal life of a body of water. Turbidity again 

measures solids but this test is more sensative so a more accurate reading of solids is 

obtained. BOD is the measure of biodegradable organics contained in a water sample. 

Organics can cause sickness in humans and animals. Chlorine Jemand is used to see what 

type of disinfection is needed to best disenfect the water. Coliform tests are used to 

determine if a sample contains bacteria which again can cause sickness or death. CaCO3 is 

a measure of a water's potential for corrositivity which can introduce dissolved metals into 

a water supply. Hardness is the measure of Calcium and Maganese anions in a water 

sample which will react with soap to form slime which inturn can clog pipes. COD is the 

measure of total organics in the water. The next four tests are for nutrients that may be 

contained in a water sample. All samples are measured in a light spectrometer. First is 

nitrogen which causes blue baby syndrome. Next is phosphate which makes algae blooms 

grow in water supplies. Iron comes from pipes and is a known carcenogen and the same 

goes for copper. If Ecuador plans to become a nation like the U.S. it must have a potable 

water supply for its nation. 

Wastewater treatment allows us orto take wastewater. whether from domestic 

industrial sources and make it safe to release in the hydroiogical cycle. In domestic 

wastewater we find soaps, human wastes, inorganics, food wastes, grease and detergents. 

In industrial wastewater we find metals, acids, bases, organics, and solids. When the 
wastewater comes into the plant floating materials, organics, water, solids, and exotic 

metals must be taken out. The pH must also be adjusted. 

Wastewater treatment is done in five stages, first is preliminary treatment where 

floating materials and larger solids such as sand are to be settled out. Floating materials are 
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caught in the bar rack and sand is settled out in grit chambers. Primary treatment is next, 

here dissolved solids are settled out in biological reactors and clarifiers. Advanced 

treatment is concerned with ridding the wastewater of nutrients such as nitrates, ammonia, 

metals, and bioderadable organics. The last process is disenfection which will kill disease 

causing organisms such as bacteria and viruses. After all of ihesc processes the water is 

safe to release into the hydrological cycle. 
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2.7 Air/Noise Pollution
 

Lead, Cadnium, and Zinc are highly prevaiient in Ecuador's air. These toxins are 

found in soil and dust around cities and industrial sites. Lead comes from urban street dust 

which contains emissions of lead aerosol from gasoline emissions. Cuenca, a city in the 

Rio Maza Valley, shows levels of lead exceeding those found in developed nations. (Candy 

132) Sources of cadnium are less prevailent than lead. It comes from tire rubber wear, 

which Ecuador's poor infrastructure adds to this problem. Cadnium also comes from the 

metal plating industry and also from abandonded silver and copper mines. Zinc also comes 

from metal smelting plants and vehicle tire rubber wear. 

Metal concentrations are on the rise in urban areas as compared to what is found in 

outlying areas. (Candy 134) Ecuador needs to establish air pollution controls for 

automobilies and industry. Another important issue is the repairing of Ecuador's poor 

infrastructure. 
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2.8 Land Use
 

The biggest exploitation of the land is for agricultural uses. Agricultural uses 

convert primary forests to pasture land. Agriculture in the Orient produces manioc, corn, 

plantain, and coffee. Located on the costal plains are banana, sugarcane, and palm oil 

plantations. In the highlands fruit and vegetables along with flowers are grown. The 

problem with agriculture is any breaking of the soil, by actions such as plowing, makes the 

soil available to agents of erosion. (Harden 184) Grazing of cattle and sheep will stamp out 

any new growth and allow erosion to degredate the ground. Overgrazing and road 

construction allow for higher runoff which inturn strips the land of its shallow top soil 

layer. Another problem is abandondment of land that was used for agriculture by push and 

pull factors on the population ..... push factors such as degredation and pull factors such as 

the attraction of urban living ..... (Harden 182) These push and pull factors have people 

moving to urban areas, leaving the farmlands barren and open to serious degredation. To 

stop this degredation three stratigies may be employed: planting of vegetation, using high 

infiltration material during construction, and try to limit the speed of runoff. 

In the southern Ecuadorian Andes, the Amaluza Dam was constructed on the Paute 

River. The dam forms the Paute Reservoir. Over the years the reservoir has seen an 

increase in the amount of sedimentation dropped there by rivers empting into the reservior. 

This sedimentation has good and bad points associated with it: the sand from the 

sedimentation is needed for construction materials to keep up with Ecuador's growth 

needs. The problem is when the sand is removed the coarse materials which protect 
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against the incoming rivers are taken also. When the dam was built, it was change in land 

use, from agriculture to a reservior. The high gradient rivers were not accounted for before 

construction and subsequently more sedimentation is dropped in the reservior than had 

been expected. If an environmental impact statement had been done for this project, this 

problem may have been avoided. To solve this sedimentation problem, Ecuador must f'ind 

the sources of the sedimentation. If the source is agricultural then extension and 

conservation practices should be implemented for farmers of that region. If the 

sedimentation is originating in rivers then other techniques such as adding coarse materials 

to the river banks should be attempted. 

Ecuador needs to set up simple environmental practices to stop erosion ansd 

sedimnetation. Sedimentation can block rivers and fill in reserviors and the cost to get rid 

of it by dredging can prove to be costly. Increased sedimentation ruins drinking water not 

just because the water is full of particles but these particles inturn give bacteria and viruses 

places to hide and breed. 
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2.9 Bioecological Aspect 

The Amazon humid forest, as the Ecuadorian Oriente is categorized, isconsidered 
as an extreme fragile ecosystem. (Denevan 13) Particular 'stress factors', such as soil 
fertility, nutrient cycles, and pest problems cause the oil exploration and exploitation 

methods to ruin this unique environment. 

The variety of animal and vegetative species is innumerable, but it is proven that 
most of these species would not survive drastic environmental changes, such as soil 
erosion and oil pollution. The reason for this vulnerability is that the tropical flora and 
fauna have developed mechanisms that depend on rapid and efficient recycling of 

nourishing elements, which are easy obtainable. 

The conservation of such rich bio-diversitv also requires. according to the ecologist 

Thomas Lovejoy (1985)1, an area of more than one million hectares with humid forest 

characteristics. With oil exploitation and lumbering, enormous hectares of tropical forest 
have been polluted and deforested. Pollution and deforestation has occured to such a high 
degree, that the ecological recovery of its original richness is impossible and the 

environmental damage is irreversible. 

1 Information obtained from pamphlets of the "Groupe de Soupport 
pour les Peuples Indigenes (Anvers/Brussel, July 1993) 



2.10 Social, Ethnical, and Cultural Aspects 

The Ecuadorian population consists of a diversity of groups clearly distinguishable, 

because of the different regions they live in and their origins. Approximately 40% are mestizos 

(mixture between an Indian and a European), 40% Indians, 10% whites, 8% Black people, and 

2% of others, such as the Chinese and the Arabian population. 

Most of these groups established themselves in very specific regions or provinces of the 

country. For example, almost all the Black people can be found in Esmeraldas, or most of the 

mestizos and whites live in large cities like Guayaquil and Quito. Most of the inhabitants of the 

region called "Oriente", the tropical rain forest at the east side of the country, are indigenous 

people. 

A hundred thousand of authoctones people with eight different nationalities live in the 

Oriente area: the Quichua, Shuar, Ashuar, Shiwiar, Huaorani, Cofan. Siona. and Secoya. Most of 

these communities have lived deep in the jungle for thousands of years without any connection 

with the western civilization until the first oil companies started oil exploration and exploitation in 

the beginning of the 1940's. 

"A wealth of research in Ecuador's tropical forests has demonstrated the 

ecological sustainability of indigenous forest management practices. Frequently 

these practices hinged around the clearance and burning of small plots of forest 
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which were subsequently planted with a polycultural system based on a mixture of 

native species. The plot was then left for the recovery of the forest, a process that 

continued to yield useful products after several years of the swidden fallow. Fifteen 

to twenty years later, soil nutrient levels restored, the cycle would begin again. The 

system depended, though, on land availability, and developed with few additional 

pressures on production." (Bebbington et al. 184) 

The discovery of oil reserves in 1967 at Lago Agrio was the beginning of the "oil boom" in 

the 1970's. It became the worst nightmare for the indigenous people in the rain forest, since new 

roads were constructed to reach deeper into the jungle. and oil exploitation in greater amounts 

required methods of massive oil transportation. To facilitate the penetration to the Indian territory, 

oil companies used cunning tactics, such as religious missionaries or making cheap gifts like cloth 

or candy to the communities to gain their friendship and trust. 

Once the oil companies established themselves in their territory, the indigenous resource 

management systems were disrupted. Besides the land that was taken directly for oil development, 

the water and noise-polluting effects damaged fishing and game resources. Also, the Indian 

communities became victims of imported diseases to which they had not developed immunity, 

such as flu or malaria. Also, because of the degradation of the forest's reserves and the 

temptations of the commodities of the companies's camps, the Indians abandon their traditional 

forms of survival and become rapidly dependent of these new communities. This led to an 

economic dependency, placing them at the lowest stratus of the economic pyramid (pile). 

In the following years different Indian organizations have been formed asking for the 
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protection of their territory by gaining recognized legal land ownership. The Shuar Federation was 
the first to form in 1964, and now includes over two hundred and sixty base organizations. Many 
other communities followed this movement like the r.-i.-enous Or:_nizations of Napo (FO!nT 

founded 1969), the Organization of Indigenous Peoples of Pastaza (OPIP founded in the 1970's), 

and the CONAIE ( formed in the 1980's). (Bebbington et al. 185) 

As a response to the Indian dissatisfaction of the governments oil policy, a mass march 
from the lowlands to Quito was organized in April 1992. After days of occupying parts of the city, 
the government agreed to grant three million acres of land titie to Indian communities in Pastaza 

"...on the proviso that oil exploration could continue on Indian lands and that the government 

would have rights to future oil proceeds." (Bebbington et al. 185) 

Oil exploration and exploitation continued in several blocks of the Oriente. as well as the 
struggle between the government and the indigenous organizations. The situation was relieved after 
the governments grant of land, but if one considers the future plans of PETROECUADOR, an 

even stronger reaction from the Indians might be predicted. 
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3 Methodology 

This IQP's goal is to determine the environmental impact of the oil pipeline planned 
by Petroecuador. It will be a study of all the effects that have been already caused by a 
similar oil pipeline crossing very similar areas in Ecuador. This will help to recognize its 

weaknesses and avoid future errors. 

This study will closely follow the environmental impact report outline dictateded by 

the Department of Environmental Protection of Massachusettsl. This institution requires 

that any "... construction of a new pipeline for the transportation of [ ... ] petroleum of 
10 miles or more in length;.. ." (301 CMR-94) completes such an environmental impact 

report. 

The outline has been modified according to the needs and uniqueness of this 
project, since the new pipeline will be built in Ecuadorian territory. Therefore, it will have 

to follow this country's laws2. 

Since most of the route of the planned pipeline will cross tropical forest, some 
international environmental laws and treaties apply to this project. To best meet all the 
needs and write a complete environmental impact report, the team proposes the following 

outline for this project. 

1 described in 301 CMR 11.000 pgs. 80-82 

2 Ley de Hidrocarburos (see Apendix) 
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3.1 Outline
 

1. Introduction 

2. Identification of Pre-Existing Problems Caused by the Old Pipeline 

2.1 Earthquake and spills
 

2.2 Deforestation
 

2.3 Matrix of Impacts
 

3. Description of Petroecuador's Project 

3.1 Type, Size, Purpose
 

3.2 Physical Characteristics
 

3.3 Costs
 

4. Existing Environment 

4.1 Environmental Aspects
 

4.1.1 Geographic Localization
 

4.1.2 Geologic-Morfologic-Geotechnic Aspects
 

4.1.3 Hidrogeologic Aspects
 

4.1.4 Hidrochemical Aspects
 

4.1.5 Water Quality of the Region
 

4.1.6 Air/Noise Pollution
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4. 1.7 Archeological Aspects 

4.1.8 Landuse
 

4.1.9 Bioecological Aspects
 

4.2 Social, Ethnical, and Cultural Aspects
 

5. Analysis of Effects 

5.1 ShortTerm
 

5.2 Long Term
 

6. Mitigation Measures 

6.1 Physical Measures
 

6.2 Management Techniques
 

7. Conclusion 

8. Bibliography 

9. Appendices 

9.1 Maps
 

9.2 International Environmental Laws
 

9.3 Interviews
 

9.4 Other
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3.2 Outline Description 

To accomplish an accurate identification of the pre-existing problems caused by the 

old oil pipeline, the students will collect published data before leaving to the project center. 

Once the project has started, the team will gather more information by visiting companies 

and organizations related to the subject. Interviews to people with different perspectives, 

such as ecologysts and businessmen among others, will help to consider diverse interests. 

Also, the team members will visit different segments of the exist, .g pipeline and 

evaluate the maintenance and management of it. Water samples of various rivers crossing 

the pipeline will be collected and analyzed primarily by the team. In case the students find 

some anomalies in the water quality an authorized laboratory will analyze the samples 

because of lack of professional equipment. 

Once all the information from the environmental impacts of the old pipeline has 

been collected, the students will elaborate a matrix of impacts. This will be useful to 

establish the weaknesses of the old oil pipeline and avoid these mistakes in the new one. 

The description of Petroecuador's project will be a detailed discussion of the nature 

and extent of the planned oil pipeline. It will include the objective and the anticipated 

benefits of the project. A description of the physical characteristics of the project and its 

surroundings will also be useful, while maps, figures, and calculation tables will help to 

illustrate the project. (301 CMR) 

To be able to come out with realistic, and therefore, applicable recommendations, 
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the project will include a cost analysis. This is important considering Ecuador's economic 

situation and the purpose of this project. 

Literature acquired before leaving the United States will help the students to 

understand the existing environment. This section wiil be compieted while the project is 

carried out in Ecuador. All this information will focus on general environmental aspects that 

could be affected by the new pipeline or during its construction. It is also important to carry 

out a social - cultural impact study, since many small indigenous communities depend on 

the environmental conditions to survive in their traditional form. 

An analysis of the project's effects on the environment will be considered in both, 

short and long term perspectives. Also, the team will use the Alyaskia oil pipeline as a 

model, because it has some similar conditions to this project. such as a fragile and unique 

environment. 

After the analysis of the effects, the students will look for mitigation measures. This 

might involve physical measures and management techniques to minimize the 

environmental and social impacts. while considering the costs. 

Finally, the conclusion will consist of the students' best solution and analysis of the 

overall situation. It will contain recommendations and observations of the team members, 

which might be useful for future projects related to this topic. 
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DOL ZVZA-BRAZ IL-COLOND IA-ECUADOR-GUYANA-PERU-SURNU-VuZURr j

A THE ANAZON DECLARATION*
 

(Adopted at Manaus, Brazil, May 6, 1989]

+Cite as 28 I.L.M. 1303 (1989)+
 

I.LM. Content Su acy
 

ANNEX - I.L.M. Page 1303 
The Amazon Declaration, adopted at Manaus, Brazil, on 6 Nay
1989 by the Presidents of the States Parties to ,the Treaty for 
Amazonian Co-operation, signed 3 July 1978
 
[The Amazon Declaration concerns common interests in the 
Amazon region and the future of cooperative development]
 

THE AMAZON DECLARATION - r.L.M. Page 1303 
1-10 (Expressing support for the recently created Anazonia 
Special Environmental Commission and the Amazonia Special
Commission on Indigenous Affairs (para. 3); denouncing condi
tions of the foreign debt (para. 7); expressing concern over
the Amazon environment and the need for access to technologies
for protecting it (para. 8); reaffirming commitment to using

nuclear energy for only peaceful purposes (pare. 9); deciding
 
to meet annually (para. 10))
 

The Amnson alaration. ndau.j d atWanaum. nUfl.. on 
6 MaY 1280 by t. Premidant o Sa tan p inai-ta to 

usm Tsaoatv far Aaa-nia tn.6o_ ratinj 

The Presidents of the Status Parties to the Treaty for Auasoulas Co-operation,
asettnq at Manaus, Brauil, on 6 Way 1989 for the purpose of undrtakiag a joint
reflection on their common interests Is thu Amaon reqa an. in pertLcular, on 
the future of co-operation for the dsv.lopmat and protection of the rLh beritu;e
of tb&ir rempective Aason territories, adopted the follovlsgq
 

T71 ANIUON VCLA2A ZOR 

1. Zn the spirit of friendship and u"nderstadLn that impires our fraternal
dialoque, we affirm our villLa uss to give full politIcal impetus to the cocerted 
efforts beinq undertaken by our Governments within the framework of the Treaty for
Amaoaiau Co-operation, siqud on 3 July 1978, W also within the frmork of 
their bilateral relations, with a viev to promoting co-operation between our 

wtax oDelrton in reproduced fo UN ocument A/472r. 
E/1989/79, Annex, of May 15. 1909. The Declaration was submitted 
to the U.N. Secretary-General with a request to circulate it as a

document of the Economic and Social Council and as a General 
Assembly document. The Treaty !or Amasonian Co-operation, to which 
these states are parties, entered into force on August 3, 1980I,and 
appears at 17 I.L.M. 1045 (1978).j
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countzies In all tress of commoa interest for the sustainble ievelolment of theAmazon region. Therefore, we commit ourselves to gve he 'nacesas inIt o the 
decisions Contained in the Declaration of San PrAncieo de Quito, Adopted by ourMinisters for Foreign Afrairs on 7 Marach 1g9. 
2. Conscious of the importance of protecting the cultural# ecnnomicecological heritaqw of andour Amason regions and of tae necessity of usig thispotential to promote the econonic and social dwenlomeat ofreiterate that our Amaon.heritaqe must 

oar peoples. webe preserved throuqt the rat4ionl usethe resources ofof the region, to that present, and future generations may benefitfrom this legacy of nature. 

express3. WOe our support for the recently created AmasoniaComnimalon and the Amasonia Special 
Special Iuvironmntal

Comission on Zodqonous kffairs., aimedfostering development, conserving atthe natural resources, the environmeat and therespective Amazonian populations, and we reiterate cur full respect for the rightof indigenous populations of the AmaonLan regionaimed at maintaininq and preserving the integrity of 
to have adopted all measures 

these huan groups,cultures and their ecological habitats, subject 
their 

is to the exercise of that right whichinherent In the sovereignty of eacii State. urthermore, we reiterate oursupport for actions aimed at strengthening the institutional structure of theTreaty for Amazonian Co-operation, In accordance with the Declaration ofSan Franciaco de Quito. 

4. We reaffirm the sovereign right of each country to manageresources, bearing freely its naturalin mind the need for promotin9 the economicdevelopment of its people and 
and mocial

the adoqute conservation of the environment.exercise of In theour sovereign responeibility to define the best ways of usinconserving endthis wealth and In addition to our national efforts and to theco-operation among our countries, we express our villingness to accept co-operationfrom countries in other region* of the vorld, as well as from internationalorganisations, which night contribute to the Implementation of nationl andregional projects and programmes that we decide freelyimpositions, In accordance with the priorities of 
to adopt without external 

our Govemreots. 
5. We recognie that the defence of our environment requLres the study ofmeasures, both bilateral and reqional, to prevent eontmin.tion-causingand accidentsdial with their consequencesto once they have occurred. 
6. We stresm that the protection and conservation of the enviromeantregion, one Ln theof the essential objective& ofwhich each of our 

the Treaty for Amasonlan Co-operation tonations A firmly committed, cannot be achieved vithoutImprovement of the distressIng social
peoples and 

and economic conditions that oppress ourthat are aggravated by an Increasingly adverse International content. 
7. We denounce the grave conditions of the foreign debt and of Its service, whichtransform us into net xporters of capital to the creditor countries, at the costof intolerable sacrifices for our peoples. Ne reiterate that the debt cannot bepaid on the present conditions and inprobli f debt should be dealt 

the present circumstances end that thevith on tAe principle of co-responsAbllty, Interms that permit the reactivation ofdevelopment in each of 
the process of economic growth andour countries, an essential condition for the protection,conservation, eploitation and rational utilization of our natural heritage. 

8. we emphasize the need for the concerns expressed in the highly developedcountries in relation to the conservation of the Masoa environmenttranslated Into measures to be 
fields. We call for 

of co-opeation in the finacial and technological
the establishment of new resource flows in additional and 
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coacessional terms to projects olieated to enviroamta2 protection in our 
countries. includinq pure and applied scienstific research, and we object to 
attempts to ipose conditionalities in the allocation of International resources 
for development, We expect the establishant of conditions to Allov free access to 
scientific knowldge, to clean techaoloqi end to technoloqies to be used in 
environmencal protection and we reject any attempts made to use logitizate 
ecoloqical concerns to reoaise commerci& profits. This approach Is based above 
all on the fact that the principal causes for the deterioration of the environmnt 
on a world-wide scale are the patterns of industriamisation an consumption*a weil 
as waste in the developed countries. 

9. Conscious of the global risks for human life and envirouentsl quality 
represented by the existence of nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass 
destrucrion, and concern with preserving our region from these Aaagera, we reaffirm 
the conmitments our countries have made to use nuclear enerqy exclusively for 
peaceful purposes and we urge the countrLes that possess nuclear weapons 
Lmmediately to cease the testinq of such weapons and to prowote the proqrssive
elimination cf their arsenals. Likewise, we repudiate the deposit of radioactive 
and other toxic wastes that may harm the ecosystems in the Amazonian region. We 
stress the need for appropriate measures to be taken to reduce the risks of 
environtal contamination in the peaceful use of nuclear energy. ?urthermore. we 
ezpress our support for the aims and objectives of the Treaty for the Prohibition 
of ftaloar Wea*pas in Latin America. 

10. 	 Convinced of the need to intensify the process of consultation and dialoeue 
mnz our countries on all issues regardinq the development of the reions 
Lcludinq those set forth in the Treaty for Amasonian Co-operation, And certain 
that our co-operation strenqthens integration and solidarity in Latin Amrica, we 
affirm our decision to unite efforts in a viqorons and pioneerinq joint action. 
aimed at ensurinq a future of peace, co-operation and prosperity for the nations of 
the Amazon region. Therefore, we are deciding to meet yearly. 

For the Governunt of 
Joni SAM= 

Brsail For the 0overnment of Colombia 
VirgiLia D C 

For the overnment 
fldrigo 80RJA 

of Ecuador For the Goverument 
Hugh Deomond ROzf 

of Guyana 

For the Government 
Alan GARCZA PEREZ 

of Peru For the Gove nmet 
lamsewak SKANZAR 

of Suriname 

For t*he Government of VenesueLa For the Government of 80livia 
Carlos AnRES PEREZ Valentin AISCII IALDIVISO 
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presented in the ENF and any permt applcation is sufficient for the purposes 
of that agency. 

(4) A copy of any application for a permit or financial assstance sbal, at the 
request of the Secretary, be promptly submitted to the Secretary. The 
proponent shall furnish during the ENF review period sucn other information as 
the Secretary may require to understand the project or its potential impacts.
Copies of subsequent applications for the project should ze made available at 
the request of the Secretary when such appiicztions are fiie with participating 
agencies subsequent to the ENF process. 

(5) Failure of the proponent to participate in the ENF consultation process 
may be considered to be formal withcrawal of the E.NF. Failure of the 
proponent to supply requested information may result in an E!R being required 
to consider the aspect of the project about wich informatzon was requested. 

.1.06: Decision on the ENF' Scooe 

(1) On or before the la:t day of the ENF review period. the Secretary shall 
issue a written statement stating whether or not-an EIR is required and setting 
forth the scope. 

(2) For all projects requiring an EIR the Secretary snaiL within the ENF 
review period, Limit the scope of the EIR to those aspects of the project which 
m light of the nature and iocatior of the project are likeiy directly or indirectly 
to cause damage to the environnent. The Secretary shall determine the form. 
content. levei of detail, and alternatives reauired for the EIR ana may establish 
guidelines as to page length and time necessary for preparation. The Secretary 
may iurect that tne proponent coner witn state agencies anio report the results 
in 	 the EIR. 

(3) Ln the case of private person protects for which a uintuon of agency land 
or financial assistance is not teing or wili not be sought from an agency, the 
scope of the EJR shall be Lirmted to impacts within the suotect matter of any 
pernut which is or may be required from in agency for the project. 

(4) If the Secretary fails to act within the ENF review period. such failure 
shall be of the same effect as a statement thai no EIR is required, unless the 
project is categorically included, in which case such failure snail have the 
effect that an EIR shall be required, addressing all potential impacts over which 
subject matter jurisdiction exists. 

(5) I- certain instances. prooonents. agencies, or other -ersons may conclude 
that environmental mediation. either aione or in addition :o the prenaration of 
an EMF. may be nelptfu in settlng unresoive issues. .e S.cretay may assist 
parties in identifying the neec for ano sources of such se.-..ices. Sucn action 
snal not alter any of the time periocs or otmer recuicements provided by 
statute or regulation for the Secretary s aecisions. 

(5) If a proponent decides not to proceed with a protect or changes a project 
after an ENF has been submitted, the proponent shall ,otify the Secretary in 
writing of Lhis decision. ano the provisions of 301 CMR 1:.:7 shall appiy. 

... 07: Outlne and Content of the EIR 

Unless the Secretary has provided otherwise in the scoprin decision. the 
depth and level-ofeanalysis throughout the E.IR should be commensurate with the 
magrUtuae of the project. the availability of reasonacle alternatives and 
metnoas to reduce impact, and the extent to which detaiied analysis would help 
to resolve uncertainty about significant environmental impacts. Ordinarily, an 
LIR shall contain the following parts: 

(1) 	 Front Matter. Identification material consisting of: 
(ai Titie Page - presenting the name anc iocation of tne project, the EOZA 

1/9/87 	 301 CMR - 80 
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-. ne name of tneFile N.onue.". designaticn as a Draf or Fina; 
anc tne Gate of ;:earation;proponent. tne name of tne preparer, 

(b) Table of Contents - snowing the title and page numoer of all sections. 
figures. tables, and appendices of the document: and 
(c) Secretarial Decisions - containing a copy of tnc Secretary's scope and. 
for a Final EIR, the Secretary's statement on the Draft EIR. 

(2) Summary. Written in clear, non-technical language and providing: 
(a) the project name and £OEA File Numoer; 
(bl 	 a brief project description listing in particular any changes made to the 

a Frai s;nce review of theproject s-nce ine review of .ne ENF or.,or in-a,. 
Draft EIR; 
(c) a list of ad federai and State permits. apndvai- a., financial 

assistance sougnt for mne project with tneir current s5atu: 
(d) a summary of tne major environmental effects of ne :roiect and its 
alternatives: and 
(e) a list of all mitigation measures proposed for tne project. 

(3) Protect Descnotion. A detailed discussion of the nature and e,\tent of the 
proposec project ioentifying tne muncipaities p'm:ipally affected and 
includ.ing: 

(a) the type. size. and proposed use of the proec: 
(b) the objectives and anticipated benefits of the oroiect: 
(c) 	 a description of the physical cnaracter:stics c; tne proiect and its 

. ':'Quacrangie) andsurroundings illustrated with a location map (USOS 
maps of sucn scale as required to iliustrate thesite plans on a map or 


description clearly: and
 
(d) a project timetable, approximate project cost. an methods and timing 
of construction. 

(4) Alternatives to he P.ooosed P-,ec:. 	 A description of each ailtenative to 
anc a niscussion of the primary differences amongine proposec protect 

as they may affect the environment. ;.e 	Secretaryalternatives, particuiarly 
may specify in the scope Ine alternat:ves to be aooresseo. In aii EIRs. the 

(the No 5uiid alternative) shall bealternative of not carrying out the protect 
addressed to establish the iuture oasetne conditions to wnich tIe effects of tne 

proie:' wilL be comparec. 
giving pnma.- consi eratlon to theTht alternatives shall be evaiuatet 
s mission anc all per:.nent legisiativeproponent s and any particioating agency 

manoates. Alternatives not carried forward because of mneir presumed 
reasons for their rejection oescrinoed. Al!inferior:ty must be identifiec and the 

other aiternatives snall be analyzec a- a level of deta:l sufficient to allow a 

e..,eanmgiu; compa':son of impacts. 

15) Ex1s;n= £v:r....:. Tne ph'ys:cal. tiologicad. economic. id social 
conc;ton o; ,ne site. ::s immeoiate s'-rounc gns. a.. :,me reion snouid be 

tne assessment ofoescr'oec in suf:ciren: ceoai. to prov:ce a oase;:ne 

:..pa:'s iden::fied in ine score.
 

Characteristics typica:v cscussed -. iuoe:
 
(a) topograpny, geoogy. ano soitLs. 
(o) surface anc grouncwater nvoroiogy and cuainy: 
(c) piv'i: ano anima! species an ecosystems: 
(d) traffic, air quality. anc noise:
 
(el scenic quaities. ooen space. arc recreation resources;
 
(f) historic anc arcnaeoioncai resources: 
(g) Inc built environment and man s uses of the area: arc 
(hi rare or unioue features of Inc site and its environs. 
This list of factors is meant as a pide in inc preparation of EiRs. Other 

factors may prove significant for some projects ano some of the listed factors 
in te scope. reauire ne inclusionmay prove insignificant. The Secretary' may. 

toof such significant factors or limit corsiceration of those factors Getermined 

be insignificant. 

oescr:oe the negat:ve and positive(6) An.aivsis c' -fe:ts. The EIR snai' 

.. . , 
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effects of the proposed project and alternatives on the environment. Except 
areaswhen the Secretary directs other ise in the scope. effects on each of the 

described in 301 CMR 11.0715). Existing Environment. over which there is 

MEPA subject matter jurisdiction (301 CMR 11.06(3)) shall be analyzed. These 
analyses will include the direct and indirect effects of the proposed project. 
both in the short term and the long term, and will deal explicitly with all phases 
of the prolect (e.g., acquisition. construction, development, and operationi. It 
is expected that all effects will be quantifieo to the maxmurnf extent practical. 
that all effects will be traced through to their ultimate influence on man, and 

.no other projects in thethat the cumulative effects of the proposed proiect 
area will be considered. Ln general, this section must include the information 
needed for an informed assessment of environmental effects by commenting 

agencies and members of tie public. 
andThis section shall also contain a discussion of the regulatory standards 

or grant of financ-a& assistance and mustrequirements for each permit. action, 
wnat degree the project will comply witn those stanoards andshow how and to 

requirements. 

(7) Mitigation Measures. Physical measures and management techniques 
or engender positive effects ounng projectintenaec to limit negative effects 

construction and operalion snall be described. For eacn sucn measure, the 
funding, timing, and responsible party snall be clearly icentified. This will be 
especially important where analysis indicates that mitigation is required to 
reduce tne potentiaJ for severe adverse effects. 

Alternatives to the proposed mitigation measures considered by the 
in agency or public comments s'a~l also oe discussed.proponent or suggested 

merits and costs of these alternativeDisagreements as to the relative 
mitigation measures snouid be noted. 

a copy of all comments received on the 'NF(8) Apoendices. For a Draft EIR. 
shall be inciuoed. except as authorized oy the Secreta.-. In additic:.. me use of 

to present cetailed tecnucai. data (e.g., nydrologicapp.endices is encouraged 
traffic analyses. modelling data) in oroer to ciarify anc reduce tnecalculations. 

bulk of the main text. Such appendea information must be reie.rea to and 
summarized in the main text. 

(9) The proponent may. at its discretion. depart from the above outline. 
provided that the substance of each eiement enwrieratea above is included in 
tne EIR. In particular, 301 CMR 11.07(5), (6), and (7) may be comoined such 
that one topic is treated at a time. This approach is recommended where one 

best served by tooicai treatment.topic dominates the EIR or where cfari:y is 
71RS snouio generally be pr:ntea on ootn sides of :ne Dage. snouid be Daginated. 
snould make ciear reierence to maos. grapnics. :a:ies. anc appendices. a.nc 
snouid contain an inoex anc a czrcuiation .st. 

!orF:-.a: -'R.Ln aocu::: to ":eaove sectons.(:01 Additionai Reuiremenis 
contain a aetatiec response to ne ":ecreta:-; s statement ona - inai ;!R snau 

or renuireo oy ine Secretary,vie Draft EIR. and. when reouestec ny an agency 
s. 51. See 30" CAR 1'.,. Unlessa proposed finng unoer M.G.L. c. 30. 

otherwise directed by the Secretar.. responses snai, also De proviaea to all 
witrun tne subjectcomments received from reviewers of the LIR w,"uc. are 

The text of tne commentsmatter jurisdiction of MEPA (301 CMR 11.06(2)). 
may be reprocuced in t.us section or. i.they are extensive, may be presented in 

an appendix and excerptec for response. Similar comments maoe by several 
reviewers may be summanzed for a singie response. Where identical comments 
are received, an exampie anc a List oi signatories may De used to represent the 
enure group of comments. 

11.08: Review Procedures for raf: !Rs 

!1)Draft EIRs shall, upon completion, be submitted by the proponent to the 

Secretary and circutatec as required by 301 CMR 1.4. Proponents are invited 

to consuit niormaliy wi.n. the Secretary on the _.'aft EIR p.or to formal 

submission. 

C.MR - 82
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Department of Civil Engineering 
100 Institute RoadWORCESTER 

Worcester, MA 01609-2280POLYTECHNIC 
INSTITUTE (508) 831-5530 

FAX: (508) 831-5808 

MEMORANDUM 

To: J. Rollings, CM Department , K j 
From: F.Hart & G. Salazar, C.E. Departmen' ,/ 

Date: March 4, 1994 

Subject: Equador MQP Report 

We are pleased to send you a copy of the Equador MQP final report. As you can
 
see, this study presents low cost practical solutions and relates these solutions tn
 
financi'il gains (as well as environmental gains). In addition, because many
 
assumptions had to made regarding various loading rates (e.g. flows, pollutant
 
loads, etc), the students were careful to present methodologies for others who
 
,nay want to modifv these calculations.
 

Our assessment of this MQP report was very positive. We appreciate your interest
 
and support of our Civil and Environmental Engineering program, and are very
 
happy to present this final report to vou and interested faculty as ESPOL.
 

cc: Francisco Torres, ESPOL 

enc. 
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INTRODUCTION 
THE WPI INTERACTIVE QUALIFYING PROJECT 

Tn the late 1960s, WPI radically revised its curriculum 
and graduation requirements by replacing specific 

course distributions with a new program, emphasizing 
projects at various levels. In initiating this change, faculty 
were especially concerned to encourage engineering, sci
ence, and management students to recognize how their 
professional work interacts with societal structures and 
values. Thus, the faculty adopted a unique degree require-
ment, the Interactive Qualifying Project (IQP). 

The IQP challenges students to define, investigate, 
and report on a topic of their choice relating science 
and/or technology to some social need or issue. The inter-
action between science, technology, and society is often 
delineated by using a method of study from the social sci-
ences or humanities; students thus are encouraged to use 
their work in these required areas of study to carry out 
their IQPs. The technological component of the project is 
defined broadly to include the management or critical 
evaluation of the efficient use of any resource. IQP topics 
range over many themes and areas. The scope and intent 
of the program are best judged by examining abstracts of 
completed projects, which are provided in the second half 
of this publication. 

Two decades after implementing the new program at 
WPI, the IQP remains a distinctive part of the undergradu-
ate education of all students. It is not merely a course re-
quirement or an honors program; every student must 
formulate and carry out a creative project equivalent in 
commitment to at least three conventional courses. Many 
projects involve off-campus sponsorship. Student- are 
also encouraged to work as team members, to pool their 
different disciplinary backgrounds and abilities in solving 
the problem they have selected. The combination of team-
work and real-world problem solving provides an aca-
demic experience that graduates often cite as providing 
invaluable preparation for their professional careers and 
personal development. 

The IQP is also part of the teaching responsibility of 
all WPIfaculty, from every specialization within the col-
lege. Many faculty members from engineering and sci-
ence serve as advisors and co-advisors of IQPs. By 
addressing the social consequences of technology, these 
faculty demonstrate to WPI students that their professions 
demand a concern for the ethical, historical, educational, 
and societal implications of their disciplines and their 
scholarship. 

The IQP has also proven to be exceptionally valuable 
to many students who have conducted this degree re-
quirement overseas. To promote our Global Perspective 
Program in science and engineering education, WPI has 
created a network of off-campus project centers and ex-
change programs (see following map, "WPI: A Global 

Technological University"). Each year approximately one
quarter of the undergraduate student body conduct IQPs
abroad, gaining firsthand experience with sociotechnologi

cal interactions ina new culture. Such programs offer 

unique opportunities to learn about global interactions 
and cultural diversity within the normal four years of un
dergraduate study. 

THE IQP DIVISIONS 

A nnual reviews of IQP activity demonstrate that sev-
A eral interdisciplinary themes repeatedly attract stu
dent and faculty interest. These themes are currently 
recognized and supported through twelve thematic divi
sions like "Environment and Technology," "Health Care 
and Technology" and "Safety Analysis and Liability." 
Other divisions such as "Social Studies of Science and 
Technology" and "Science and Technology: Policy and 
Management" directly reflect the involvement of social 
science and management faculty. Listed below are the 
IQP thematic areas, and the faculty coordinator(s) associ
ated with them; readers seeking more information on the 
work of any of these divisions should contact the coordi
nators at their WPI departments. 

Environment and Technology: 
F.Hart, Civil Engineering 
R.Cheetham, Biology/Biotechnology 
Energy and Resources: 
D.Woods, Social Sc;-nce and Policy Studies 
E.Clarke, Interdisciplinary Studies 
Health Care and Technology: 
R.Peura, Biomedical Engineering 
J.O'Connor,Social Science and Policy Studies
 
Regional Studies and Planning:
 
M.FitzPatrick, Civil Engineering 
Science and Technology/Policy and Management-
S.Vemon-Gerstenfeld, InterdisciplinaryStudies 
Social Studies of Science and Technology: 
Safety Analysis and Liability: ' 
R.Hagglur ,Mechanical Engineering 
J.Barett,Firesafetv Studies 
Humanist vStudies 
Humanistic Studies of Technology: 
1.Zeugner, HumanitiesS.Weininger, Chemistry
 
Economic Growth, Stability and Development:
 
J.Griffin and M.Radzicki, Social Science and Policy Studies
 
Social and Human Services:
 
L.Schachterle, Interdisciplinary Studies
 
C.Kasouf, Management
 
Educational Theory and Curricular Development:
 
T.Keil, Physics 
M.Humi, Mathematical Sciences 
F. Trainor, Interdisciplinary Studies Division 
Law and Technology: 
K.Rissmiller, Social Sciences and Policy Studies 
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In order to determine the most promising approaches to gain1992-903 PRESIDENT'S IP 	 ing the public's acceptance of the carbon monoxide detector, 
we conducted telephone and personal interviews with approxi
mately thirty organizations which had experience in public 
safety campaigns. From these organizations we gathered data

he President of WPI chairs a commlittee that selects regarding the success of various techniques. Then, by applying 
. the very best IQPs from among several hundred the theory of diffusion of innovations is accepted by society. Tocompleted annually On December 1,1993, the committee determine the potential success of an innovation, it can becn rated using five qualities: relative advantage, compatibility, 

heard presentations from five teams of finalists, and se- complexity, trialbiiitv, and observability. By examining how 
lected the following two reports as the winners of the 1993 the techniques effect these qualities we were able to rank the 
competition. techniques according to which were most promising. 

The recommendations on how to increase public awareness 
and acceptance of CO detectors in residences follow two ap-PRESIDENT'S IQP AWARD WINNERS 	 proaches. The first is to bring about voluntary standards and 
codes for the use of CO detectors in residences. The second isto create a consumer demand for CO detectors by disseminat-

MONOXIDE DETECTORS FOR RESIDENTIAL USE ing information to the public. The two approaches are not mu-
Students: Peter Demarest 	 tually exclusive. The first may not succeed without some popu-

Roser Dufour 	 lar support. The second may not succeed until CO detector 
Elias Yannitsadis units become visible and advantageous items. CO detectors 

Advisors: PETER LEVIN will not become visible until they are in homes and word of 
PAUL DAVIS their effectiveness spreads. The ranking of the recommenda

tions is based on considerations of the elements of Rogers' dif-Each year over 230 people die from accidental carbon monox- fusion theory and the number of people reached. 
ide poisoning in the United States. Carbon monoxide is a color
less and odorless gas that interferes with the transportation of The first approach to increasing the acceptance of carbon mon
oxygen to the body by the blood. The symptoms of carbon oxide detectors is through industry cooperation and regula
monoxide poisoning are flu-like; tions. Below are this project's recommendations on this ap
because of this carbon monoxide poisoning is thought to be far proach. 
greater than few hundred deaths each year. Because many of 1. The first priority should be to produce a voluntary standard 
these deaths and sicknesses could be prevented by a warning dictating where and in what situations CO detectors should be 
from a carbon monoxide detector, the Consumer Product placed. The CPSC should pursue a partnership with represen-
Safety Commission is seeking to raise the public's awareness tatives of detector manufacturers, the gas industry, and insur
and acceptance of carbon monoxide detectors. The goal of this ers to develop this standard. 
project was to determine the most promising approaches to in
creasing the public's acceptance of these devices. 2.The CPSC should try to obtain mandatory installation of COdetectors in all housing units seeking FHA and VA mortgages,The tasks undertaken to achieve this goal included compiling a HUD assistance, and on military bases. 
database on carbon monoxide related incidents, compiling in
formation on available detectors, and interviewing organiza- 3. The CPSC should pursue having requirements for CO detec
tions that may have had experience with public safety cam- tors included in the various regional building codes. These 
paigns in the past. The information obtained allowed this proj- codes would require CO detectors in all new housing units. 
ect to recommend several approaches to the Consumer Prod- The second approach to increasing the acceptance of carbon 
uct Safety Commission. monoxide detectors is directly through the consumer. Below 

The analysis of the incidents includes what appliances, fuels, 	 are this project's recommendations on this approach.
regions, home types, and time of year need to be focused upon 1.The CPSC should try to produce news stories and editorials 
for installation of CO detectors. Characteristics to focus upon in all news media and magazines. Target regions of the United 
were determined by how frequently they were involved in CO States include the Midwest and the Mountain regions where 
poisoning incidents, if they appeared more frequently than CO poisoning is prominent. The editorials should be most visi
would be expected by comparison to national data, or if they ble inOctober and November. This is the beginning of the heat
are involved in incidents that are more severe than average. ing season and would produce the highest response rate. Tele-
The severity of each incident was calculated as the mean of the vision is the most effective, but newspapers and magazines
victim's severity for that incident. The severity of the injuries should be included to reach all possible consumers. Organiza
was rated on a scale from 0 to 4, death and no injury, respec- tional magazines are effective because they appeal directly to a 
tively. The lower the mean severity, the more severe the inci-	 selected audience. These articles should mention where the de
dent was. tectors are available. 
From the database, we determined in which situations a car- 2. The CPSC should produce news stories to target an area as 
bon monoxide detector should be used. Furnaces were in- soon as possible following an incident. When coupled with 
volved in the largest number of incidents, while space heaters news of a recent tragedy, information about detectors will 
were involved in the most severe incidents; both these prod- seem to have a greater relative advantage. 
ucts should be focused upon for installation of detectors. The 
predominant fuel for heating in the United States is natural 3. CPSC should increase the observability of the advantages of 
gas; likewise it was the predominant fuel involved in CO poi- detectors by reporting cases in which CO accidents were pre
sonings. The greatest concentration of incidents occurred in the vented by reporting cases in which CO accidents were pre-
Midwest and Mountain regions. Finally, though all home 	 vented by a CO detector. 
types were represented, mobile homes tended to be involved This IQP truly represents the ideal of the interactive qualifying
in far more severe incidents than any other home. project. It clearly shows the impact that a technology, the CO 

,'i (I 
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detector, can have on society. In our work on this project we 	 5. Document important elements of interview 
clearly defined what technologies are being used in these detec- 6. Edit and proofread interview documentation 
tors. We also found in what situations the detectors would be 
necessary, indicating the segment of society on which the tech- 7. Present interviewee a copy of interview document 
nology would have an impact. By applying the relevant theory 8. Edit document further as necessary 
on the diffusion of innovations, we were able to make recom
mendations on how to best disseminate information about CO 9. Finalize and complete interview document 
detectors to a targeted audience. Finally, feedback from our The pre-interview group discussion was a chance for the group 
presentation at the Consumer Product Safety Commission indi- to talk about what information was needed from the upcoming 
cated that the method of rating the severity of carbon monox- interview. A list of important questions was generated prior to 
ide related incidents could be beneficial in a secondary study every interview and served as a guideline when questioning 
involving a database with greater statistical accuracy. professionals. The pre-interview work was extremely import

ant in insuring that the needed information would be obtained. 
The actual interview was usually held at the professional's

THE SOCIETAL IMPACT OF THE NEW ZEALAND PER-	 place of business. In the interview, the group would address 
FORMANCE BASED BUILDING CODE 	 the significant information which was discussed prior to the in-

Students: 	 Mark Anderson terview. Afterwards a post-interview discussion was very im-
Andrew Cox portant. The group would review the interview and extract the 
Peter Irelan important information necessary to the project. It was also 
Theodore Woehnker helpful in accurately assessing what was covered in the inter-

Advisor: 	 JONATHAN BARNETT view. 

Background: In 1979 the New Zealand government began a 	 Editing and proofreading was then done by the other group 
study of their building controls industry. The government dis- members. The editing provided a double check on the 
covered that their building controls were costly and inefficient, document's accuracy and the proofreading prepared the docu-
After further study, the government began developing a new ment for review by the professional. Editing and proofreading 
system of building regulations. Under the legislation of the was often a long process, but it undoubtedly increased the 
Building Act 1991, New Zealand implemented a performance- quality of the group's work. 
based building code which replaced their old prescriptive Determining Themes: While the Interactive Qualifying Proj
building controls. The transition from a prescriptive building 	 ect group was performing interviews, it was also outlining por

code to a performance-based building code is a complex task, tions of the report. Important themes of the New Zealand 
yet New Zealand is working through the difficulties to create a Building Code, which are a major part of the report, were com
more efficient, cost effective, and safe set of building controls. piled mainly from the information Pained in the interviews. 

Through an extensive study of the impacts of the New Zealand The Interactive Qualifying Project group sent considerable 
Building Code this Interactive Qualifying Project accomplished time extracting these nine themes from the compiled inter
the following objectives: views. 

1. Discovered many common concerns that people had about 1.Advantages of a nationally standardized building code. 
the building controls. 2. Inherent flexibility of the Building Code which is very recep

2. Determined many problems created by the Code that have 	 tive to innovative designs, materials, and methods of construc
not been thoroughly addressed. 	 tion. 

3. Created several recommendations to address these problems. 3. A controversial philc. t.Y of the Code with respect to life
 
safety and property protection.


Historical Background: The IQP group members worked to-

gether to compile a broad backgrou!d of information concern- 4. Code specifically utilizes current technology in many areas 
ing building controls. Many pieces of historical information on of the building controls system. 
the New Zealand Buii,' ng Code was received from contacts in 5. A building code fiii :ed on the principle that those who uti-
New Zealand and then reviewed. The group read published 

lize the diff'ent aspects of the Code will pay for that usage.
works which discussed the previous code, the new Code, and 
the legal changes that took place in implementing the New 6. Uncertainty of the existence of the 'building certifiers' and 
Code. Finally, a number of detailed pamphlets were read on their role in the new Building Code. 
the subject. These sources provided the historical information 7.1 ihnology changes so rapidly that individuals in the build
needed by the group. ing controls are having trouble staying educated enough to be 

Discovering Cor ::erns: In order to discover the concerns of efficient.
 
those involved with building controls, it was necessary for the 8. Peer review system too inefficient to perform ideally.
 
group to interview professionals in the building industry. The 
interviews were the key element to the Interactive Qualifying Educational and Peer Review Problems: Themes 7 and 8, lack 
Project and therefore the group worked vigorously in this area. of education and peer review difficulties, were the two most im-
A total of thirty-three interviews were completed during the portant themes extracted during the interviews. To complete 
course of the project. the second objective, these two themes were studied and prob

lematic deficiencies ide'ntified. 
Each interview required several actions. The following summa

rizes the process. 	 The education theme addresses a severe lack of education for 
the building industry. The following members of the building

1.Arrange interview with professional controls industry have been adversely affected by lack of 
2. Pre-interview group discussion knowledge in the new performance-based code, which allows 

current technology and practices:
3. Interview professional 

4. Post-interview group discussion 
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Local Authorities 

Fire Service 

Insurance Industry 

Owners and Managers 

Engineers and Designers 

Contractors and Suppliers 


It is apparent that the groups lack expertise and experience in
the fwingarehas:hand 
the following areas: 

Safe Innovative Design 

Processes and Paperwork 

Code Compliance 

Liability 


Peer review is the second theme with problems that was identi-
fled. Peer review is a process of the Code that allows authori-
ties to have designs examined by professional peers before 
being approved. Peer review is essentmal incp it aids the local 
authorities in the evaluation of innovative designs to ensure 
that health and safety requirements are achieved, 

There are three problems with the peer review process as it is 
currently structured: 

1.Difficulty finding professionals willing to practice peer re-
view for authorities. 

2. Difficulty finding professionals with the proper qualifica-

tions and experience toevaluate designs. 


3.Some designers and engineers are worried that peer reviews 
will violate the confidentiality of their design. 

Recommendations: To achieve the third objective, recom-
mendations were promulgated to provide solutions for the 

I problems of education and peer review of the New Zealand 
building controls industry in its deficient areas. 

GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES AT WPI: 


PROGRAMS AND OPPORTUNITIES 

INLATIN AMERICA 
by Lance Schachterle 

T echnological innovation both drives and demands 

transnational interdependence fo professionals 
many fields. The competitive global search for effective 
resources-financial, material, and human- means that 

To resolve educational problems, four education packages 
were. These four education packages provide a broad level of 
education and training to the building controls industry. The 
first three educational packages are composed of solutions for 
a wide range of the building controls industry. The packages 
have individual recommendations that create a more uniform 
set of procedures and paperwork through detailed educational 

training programs. The fourth education package is re
stricted to the education of fire protection engineers through 

an intensive seminar program. 
To resolve peer review problems, four peer review packages 
were created to restructure the peer review system. These pack
ages raise the level of expertise in a particular group of the 

building industry, which would then be used to facilitate the 
availability and quality of peer reviews. There are systems out
lined in the packages that ensure everyone receives a quick 
and accurate review of their designs. Some of the systems are 
nationalized to allow the broadest base of which to ,elect peer 
reviewers, while other packages operate on a local level. 

Closure: It is the sincere hope of the Interactive Qualifying 
Project group that the study done on the New Zealand Code 
will benefit all parties involved in the country's building indus
try. As a direct result of this study, the Building Industry Au
thority has already begun the process of appropriating funds 

with which to implement the recommendations presented in 
this report. The report will have a large impact on policy deci

sions made by the Building Industry Authority in the coming 
years. The New Zealand Fire Protection Association is also 
using the report fo,"it s policy decisions. Through circulation 
by the University ofCanterbury, the report has also benefited 
several smaller agencies and individuals in the building indus
try. The project hopes that other countries will be able to fol
low New Zealand's example and use the study as an aid to im
plementing their own performance based building controls. 

sites, making it verv difficult for students to get away 
from campus. 

2. The four-year preprofessional program is extremely 
packed-with very few electives-with limited and often 
fairly conventional humanities and social sciences require
ments, and, most important, with opportunities for new 
pedagogy quickly claimed for courses on newly develop
ing technologies. 

3. The common disciplinary assumption of pre
professional educators, especially in engineering and sci
ence, that technological issues are independent of society 
and culture removes any apparent need for preprofessio

young engineers, scientists and managers will be con-nastdtsosudiorbutthrcnre. 

fronted as never before with problems whose solutions 

require a knowledge of cultures other than their own. Yet, 

ironically, pre-professional students in the United States 

have traditionally had little opportunity and no encour-

agement to learn about other cultures, languages and 

nations. 
The paucity of preprofessional students studying 

abroad (compared with the abundance of liberal arts stu-

dents) can be explained by three factors: 

1. Most preprofessional curricula are very tightly con-

structed, with long sequences of interlocking prerequi-

y 

WPI rejects such conventional assumptions, espe

cially the misconception that science and technology func

tion apart from societal and cultural needs and patterns. 

In 1989-91, more than two dozen WPI faculty and staff 

formulated the WPI Global Perspective Program to 

demonstrate how every program in the WPI curriculum 

can and must achieve an international outlook. This pro
gram affords singular opportunities for preprofessional 

students to overcome the obstacles in the way of interna

tionalizing their education. Since two projects-one in te 
major field, the other in sociotechnological interactions
are required of all students, and can be completed by an 
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exclusive commitment of one term of seven weeks, the they arrive, we anticipate that participars will consider-
IWPI project program lends itself very well to international ably improve their understanding of Spanish language 
Fstudy. Such projects thus can be formulated very effec- and culture. 
tively as a concentrated two-month experience in a for- WPI is keenly aware of the concerns of employers of 
eign country, during one of the five terms in the professional engineers that they are awkward and ineffec
university calendar (two in the autumn, two in the spring, tual in conducting assignments in cultures new to them. 
and one in the summer). Increasingglobalinterdependencewill nake it imperative 

Currently, one of WPI's most important strategic ob- for all professionalsto learn,aspartof theirformation, 
jectives is the expansion of its concept of global perspec- that technologies andmarkets do not observe nationalor 
tives to Latin America. Recognizing the growing linguisticbarriers.WPI believes that its Global Perspec
demographical significance of Hispanics in the United tive Program is the gateway to enabling students to be-
States, as well as the importance of Latin America as a come and remain competitive on the only scale-the 
trading partner, WPI recently has established residential global one-that will matter in the next millennium. 
project centers in San Juan,PuertoRico, and at the The following two essays by the directors of the San 
EscuelaSuperiorPolitecnicadel Litoral(ESPOL) in Juan, Puerto Rico, and Guayaquil, Ecuador, project cen-
Guayaquil,Ecuador.Collaterally, WPI established, with ters demonstrate how WPI is taking action to help our stu
industrial support, a diversity program to make the WPI dents become conversant with the increasingly important 
community more aware of the cultural diversity in the cultures and markets of Latin America. 
contemporary United States, and to assist un
derrepresented groups in pre-professional education 
(such as Hispanics) in succeeding in our curricula. SAN JUAN, PUERTO RICO, PROJECT CENTER 

With the generous support of the Xerox Foundation,
 
in 1991 WPI began planning for a residential student and by Susan Vernon-Gerstenfeld
 
faculty project center in San Juan, Puerto Rico. The first
 
group of students conducted projects in San Juan in "v uch has been said recently about the value of ex
spring of 1992 on such topics as investigating the environ- M posing college students to other cultures as part
 
mental, esthetic, and economic impacts of a light-rail mass of their formal education. And much has been said about 
transportation system for greater San Juan. We have also the necessity of valuing multiculturalism in education. 
developed linkages with the College of Engineering at the While on the surface, these two educational thrusts would 
University of Puerto Rico in Mayaguez, to involve our stu- seem to occur together naturally, such is not always the 
dents and faculty in several international initiatives on en- case. But these twu elements are explicitly linked at WPI 
vironmental and infrastructure research programs. We through the activities of the Puerto Rico Project Center. 
are eager to see our contacts in Puerto Rico help establish Funded in 1990 by a major grant from Xerox Corpora-
WPI as a science, engineering and management college at- tion, the Puerto Rico Project Center was founded as part 
tractive to Hispanic student-, from both the United States of WPI's globalization effort and was the first of the WPI 
and Latin America. project centers to link mainland USA with Latin America. 

Also in 1991, WPI was fortunate to be one of 11 Amer- There were many reasons for choosing Puerto Rico as a 
ican universities selected out of 300 for support under a project center site. 
new Department of State program called the University First, mainland U.S. has a long and close historical re-
Development Linkage Program (UDLP). UDLP will sup- lationship with Puerto Rico, dating from 1898, which 
port a five-year development of a project center with means that the island of Puerto Rico and the mainland 
ESPOL in Guayaquil, the largest city in Ecuador. WPI stu- have many joint goals and certain common or similar eco
dents and faculty now travel to ESPOL to work with local nomic and political structures. 
faculty and students on projects involving environmental Seco.d, Puerto Ricans are American citizens. Hence, 
and management issues in a developing nation. Inturn, there are some elements of a shared culture, which allow 
ESPOL students and faculty will pursue advanced de- students from the mainland to interpret many cultural 
grees at WPI, and assist us in all our Hispanic culture pro- cues relatively easily. Yet, the cultural differences are 
grams. marked, which requires personal adjustment and learn-

These links to Hispanic cultures have been especially ing, two goals of global and multicultural education. 
important, for they are part of WPI's overall mission to Last, there are large concentrations of students of 
broaden its student constituency, and to promote a Hispanic, especially Puerto Rican, heritage in local 
stronger sense of diversity and pluralism on campus. WPI Worcester schools and in Central Massachusetts. Demo
has expanded its humanities faculty by adding two new graphic trends tell us that this Hispanic influence wi!l in
positions in Spanish language and culture, in order to en- crease in the region and in other regions of the U.S. as 
sure that students studying in Latin America are also per- well. It is in the interest of all citizens to develop and un
fecting their knowledge of their new second language. derstanding of and an appreciation for the Hispanic cul-
While we do not expect that all students in the Ecuador tures that will shape our nation ovr the next century. 
and Puerto Rico programs will be fully bilingual when 
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And what better way to do that than to immerse stu-
dents in those cultures at the same time they are perform-
ing valuable work in those cultures? The desired 
by-product according to sociological theory, namely, in-
creased tolerance among diverse people, is served very 
well by close and personal interaction such as that that 
takes place in the duration of aproject. 

In addition to leaming how to function in multicultu-
ral and global environments, participating students apply 
themselves to "real world" problems, problems that are 
defined by sponsors as important to their institutions, 
Government and industry participate as sponsors, expos-
ing students to complex issues that require the develop-
ment of knowledge during the course of the projects in 
important economic, political and social issues. 

Most of the projects have clearly articulated public 
policy implications as well, although students generally 
have, at best, only beginning skills and .knowledge in the 
tools of evaluating or recommending changes in public 
policy. It isthrough their work that they develop an ap-
preciation for the complexity of the interactions between 
technology and society that drive public policy, 

But the application of such knowledge isnot aca-
demic alone; it is intended for direct application by the 
sponsor. As aresult, students attain alevel of professional-
ism rarely attained by undergraduates because they know 
that an organization isrelying on their product for its own 
enhanced functioning. 

The accomplishment of Interactive Qualifying Pro-
jects isonly one goal of the Puerto Rico Project Center. In 
1992, a formal exchange agreement was signed between 
WPI and the University of Puerto Rico (UPR), Mayaguez. 
As a result of that agreement, the first student exchanges 
will take place in September 1994. Beyond simply taking 
courses for credit, the potential exists in the exchange ar-
rangement for WPI students, on the one hand, to com- 
plete aportion of their Spanish language humanities 
minor in Puerto Rico or to do their Major Qualifying Pro-
jects under the joint guidance of faculty from WPI and 
UPR. On the other hand, Puerto Rican students from UPR 
might, in certain instances, join WPI students on projects 
after spending aseven-week term at WPI during which 
time they took a regular course load. 

So what have been some of the projects accomplished 
to date? The following descriptions illustrate for the 
reader the variety of projects proposed and accomplished 
in Puerto Rico. 

During the first year of operation, three projects were 
completed, all for government; during the second, there 
were five. However, in the third set of projects, which will 
take place in the spring of 1994, there will be three projects 
sponsored by industry in addition to three for govern-
ment. Following are descriptions of some of the com-
pleted projects: 

One project, for the Department of Transportation 
and Public Works, required that the students conduct a 
survey of potential users of a mass transit system in the 

San Juan metropolitan area. This project presented a vari
ety of methodological difficulties because meaningful 
random sampling was virtually impossible. Once over
coming the difficulties of sample selection, however, the 
students were able to provide the Department with re
suits that directly refuted paid consultants' best guess at 
consumer attitudes toward the very critical issue of traffic 
flow of the new light rail system. In this instance the 
students' work was immediately useful. 

Another project, for the electric power authority, used 
computer simulation to help the authority model several 
scenarios of the "best" use of electric energy. The 
authority's objective was to assess the feasibility of requir
ing off-peak use of electricity for heavy industrial users. 
Interviews were basic to the students' identification of the 
key variables for the models and had to be considered in 
their cultural context. 

In athird project, students studied the ways in which 
the Puerto Rican apparel industry might break into main
land U.S. markets. As aresult, the economic development 
organization of the government invited representatives of 
large mainland apparel marts to visit the island's manu
facturers to discuss the latter's participation in the marts. 
A firm understanding of the apparel market was critical 
to this study as well as the differences between the Puerto 
Rican and mainland apparel industries. 

During the second year of operation, several projects 
stood out. One was astudy of Caja de Muertos, a small is
land off the south coast of Puerto Rico, on which an en
dangered species of large marine turtles nests. The Puerto 
Rican government was interested in preserving the nest
ing of the turtles, at the same time developing the island 
for tourism. The project required a careful assessment of 
the political factors in their cultural context that were rele
vant to the town under whose jurisdiction the island fell, 
the economic benefits and costs to the area, the feasibility 
of controiling access to the island, and the ecological fac
tors involved in developing tourism there. 

Another project required the assessment of people's 
attitudes toward bicycle paths that were being installed as 
aresult of federal funding for highways in Puerto Rico 
and in an attempt to increase bicycle use. The role of cli
mate in their use and aspects of the cultural context was 
particularly important in this project. 

For some students, their experience in Puerto Rico is 
their first in aculture whose language isnot English and 
one that has festivals and foods that are different from 
those of their own. For others, it isan opportunity to rede
velop ties with the culture of their parents and grandpar
ents. And for still another group it is an opportunity to 
continue to expand their knowledge of the world. For all 
of the students who travel to Puerto Rico and who live 
there for aseven-week term, the impact of the experience 
will continue beyond their undergraduate years in their 
increased ability to work in ever increasingly multicultu
ral settings in the United States or abroad in other cul
tures. 

.\\I 



GUAYAQUIL, ECUADOR, PROJECT CENTER 
'by James E.Rollings 

T he newest WPI Latin American project center, in 
Guayaquil, Ecuador, was made possible under a co- 

operative agreement administered by the US. Agency for 
International Development (USAID) through a novel pro-
gram that unites two academic institutions sharing a corn-
mon mission. In this cas'e, WPI joined with Escuela 
Superior Politecnica del Litoral (ESPOL) of Guayaquil, 
Ecuador, in a program focused on interdisciplinary stud-
ies in environmental science and engineering, and in man-
agement. 

USAID's University Development Linkages Program 
(UDLP) was conceived of in 1990 to promote and support 
collaboration between U.S. universities with developing 
country institutions of higher education to strengthen 
these institutions to more effectively meet the develop-
ment needs of their societies and to further the intemation-
alization objectives of U.S. colleges and universities. The 
UDLP provides a framework for universities to imple-
ment a variety of long-term, sustainable relationships. 
WPI and ESPOL designed their program to center on two 
issues: environmental science and engineering, and entre-
preneurship (or new business developments). The hope of 
this partnership is to initiate environmentally safe new en-
terprises, and to use these proactive initiatives as a mecha-
nism to educate the next generation of North and South 
American leaders in technology and its responsible man-
agement. 

The linkage between WPI and ESPOL is unique 
amongst WPI's 18 off- campus sites, not only in its focus 
along the selected international strategic topics of environ-
ment and entrepreneurship, but also by directly involving 
faculty and graduate student participation through re-
search in this venture. In addition to the "normal" under-
graduate projects, the broad, multidisciplinary and cross 
cultural nature of the WPI/ESPOL linkage organically 
brings together a coalition of technical professionals dedi-
cated to developing curricula, projects and community 
outreach programs that will provide services in intema-
tional settings and strengthen institutions of higher educa-
tion in the U.S. and Latin America. WPI and ESPOL 
embrace these broad agency-wide objectives and have in-
corporated them into their strategic plans. WPI has tar-
geted 1995 as the moment in which fully 50% of its 
students will have been exposed to international experi-
ences. ESPOL has set 1997 as the time in which programs 
in environmental engineering, biotechnology and total 
quality management will be in place and contributing to 
the national Ecuadorian development. The USAID/UDLP 
project is central to both institutional goals. 

To date, three workshops involving two dozen 
ESPOL faculty and nearly twice this number of WPI fac-
ulty have been conducted at WPI on total quality manage-
ment, academic administration and environmental 

research topics. Twenty one undergraduates students 
have completed IQP and MQP projects on-site in Ecuador 
and two ESPOL faculty have been admitted to the gradu
ate school at WPI. These efforts have resulted in six re
search proposals or pre- proposals seeking nearly a halt 
million dollars in additional funding. One of the Ecuador
ian off campus IQPs has been selected as finalist in the 
1993 President's IQP Awards competition. Clearly, the 
rapid growth in this program signifies progress in sustain
able linkage development. 

The long range vision of this program seeks to build 
institutional capacity to execute proactive social change 
and lead to sustainable interinstitutional cooperation. In 
the first two years of the WPI/ESPOL linkage, networks 
have been formed with seieral Ecuadorian non-govern
mental organizations including Fundacion Natura (Na
ture Foundation, an affiliate of the World Wildlife 
Foundation) as well as local and national (Ecuadorian) 
governmental agencies. Completed undergraduate pro
jects have interfaced with groups within the national and 
municipal governments, several conservation agencies, 
and two of the chambers of commerce or industry in Gua
yaquil. The various perspectives provided by these 
groups have greatly aided WPI's student project teams in 
learning how economic development and ecological pro
tection occur in a developing nation such as Ecuador. 

For example, three WPI students (John Coy!e EE '94, 
Dan DiBiase CE '95 and Jim Watson CM '94) in Ecuador I 
(Bootstrap team) completed a project entitled "Environ
mental Management in Ecuador: A Case Study of 
Ecuadorian Oil Industry" that in part focused on a section 
of the national petroleum pipeline between the cities of Es
meraidas and Santo Domingo. The use of this study was 
valuable to the student team as it clearly illustrated how 
construction projects impact a variety of ecological and 
socio- economic regions and provide an excellent over
view of how every part of Ecuador is affected by indus
trial development. The students saw that this poliduct 
construction project presented an example of other similar 
development effects in that construction of the associated 
highway necessitated clearing of vegetation, disturbing 
wildlife and catalyzed soil erosion. Due to the presence of 
this oil pipeline, local human populations were impacted 
as well, causing demographic shifts in the population, ac
celerated deforestation along the highway, and modified 
social behavior in the use of fuel resources. Asecond ex
ample from the Ecuador IIteam permitted four students 
(Todd DiNoia CM '95, Spirit Joseph BB '95, Eduardo Men
dez CE '95, and Vail :,iossier CM '95) to work directly 
with the local Nature Foundation and a small (8000 inhab
itant) community (Puerto Hondo) 25 Km west of Guaya
quil on Sustainable Resource Management directed 
toward development of eco-tourism in a threatened eco
system consisting of both dry tropical forests and man
grove swamps. Both these projects served as excellent 
educational tools, and have been used by both WPI and 
ESPOL faculty as groundwork for further research propos
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als involving both institution's faculty and additional out-

,reach partners. Both WPI and ESPOL have concluded that 
the student projects serve a valuable link in institutional 
growth. 

As a second primary objective in the WPI/ESPOL 
project center program, faculty and institutional develop-
ment, are targeted through short term workshops, gradu-
ate degree programs completion and institutional 
infrastructural changes. At the September 1993 
WPI/ESPOL workshop on environmental topics, five pre-
proposals were framed on topics ranging from environ-
mental curricula development to construction of research 
programs in geographical information systems and tropi-
cal plant biology/medicinal chemistry. All the research 
topics were a direct result of he first two years of institu-
tional dialog supported by this UDLP. These are clear in-
dicators of interinstitutional project sustainability and 
institution building process. 

The ESPOL administration has seen the benefits of the 
linkage with WPI. ESPOL has drafted its first institute 
wide strategic plan (Plan Estrategico 1994-1997) founded 
on total quality management (TQM) principals (TQM was 
the topic of the first two WPI/ESPOL workshops). From a 
management perspective, TQM seeks to balance four 
major driving forces in a matrix of motivators: 

1. National and international competitiveness 
2. Institutional renewal 
3. Customer requirements 
4. Operational improvements, 
The first two motivators suggest that the linkage insti-

tutions (WPI and ESPOL) attribute their motivations to 
both the external environment and the environment of 
their own institutions. The second two forces reflect 
changes required to "modernize" academic structure and 
to assume that both broad and narrow interests are accom-
modated. WPI's administration has also seen the need to 
enhance the effectiveness of higher education's role as a 
supplier of knowledge and learning resources to a world 
that is increasingly becoming international and inter- 
dependent. 


The week before Thanksgiving 1993, 1was at a meet-
ing of the UDLP award winners being supported by 
USAID. The last day of the conference I was asked to 
speak to the attendees, the only U.S. academic thus in-
vited. I think that here is a good place to share some of my 
collected thoughts on the WPI and ESPOL linkage to rep-
resentatives of 150+ other institutions of higher education 
in the U.S. and in developing countries in the Americas, 
Asia, and in Africa: The foundations of education are the 
three R's: reading, writing and 'rithmatic. The UDLP proj-
ect supported by USAID is based on these rules and fur-
ther asks us to extend our institutional missions to 
incorporate social responsibilities into our operations. 
This is a shift in academic paradigm that my own institu-
tion has now nearly twenty years experience. We have ex-
plicitly requested all graduating scientists, engineers and 
managers to demonstrate this social commitment for-
mally (as a degree requirement) into their curricula since 

'1972.Having served as a U.S. Peace Corps Volunteer for 
three years (1972-75) in East Africa, having been exposed 
to leadership skills for three years (1989-92) through a Fel
lows program sponsored by the W. K.Kellogg Founda
tion and having coordinated the linkage project between 
WPI and ESPOL for three years (1991-93), 1now find the 
need to place two additional R's over the three founda
tional R's. These two over arching R's are relationships 
and results-a need to balance task orientational educa
tion with education that fosters building interrelation
ships between peoples involved in higher educational 
pursuits. I have found that in order to execute projects re
suiting in meaningful change, people need to be engaged. 
Particularly in Latin America societies, direct people-to
people contact is required for participation. Expected re
suits of the projects seldom is the single causative agent. 
Maybe people (or institutions) need to become involved 
in a results oriented project. Possibly, task orientation 
needs to be balanced with relationship building. I've tried 
to structure the WPI/ESPOL project center with signifi
cant opportunities for individuals to get to know each 
other. One, potentially, needs to question the entire para
digm of higher education, as least as has been framed by 
the UDLP program. Possibly we're no longer working 
with the 3-R's model. Upon looking over the posters as 
presented by the other groups involved in the AID spon
sored UDLP interinstitutional linkages, I conclude that we 
might need to extend our model to include the other letter 
of the alphabet. I did this exercise and found that there are 
commonly sets of 3-C's and 3-P's that transferred all other 
partner groups. Might I offer the following three "C's"
color, community, and commitment, and three "P's"
people, paradigms and possibilities. This offering of 3-C's 
and 3-P's are incomplete unless I list a few D's-the diver
sity of the disciplines that are dedicated to development. 
Collectively, these C's, P's and D's are the partnerships of 
institutions that dare to create dreams. Moreover, in this 
hybridized new paradigm, we must look for C-P combina
tions including compassion for the people we wish to in
fluence, our compadres, our compatriots and those with 
whom we have broken bread (or in Spanish) con pan. 
While I hesitate to put words on paper that might seem to 
overestimate the significance of this program, Ido wish to 
state feelings that Ihave collected during my first three 
years as primary architect of this inter-institutional dialog. 
First, I've seen that it isnot possible to present the 
WPI/ESPOL project center's operation in a clear theme re
stricted only to undergraduate or interdisciplinary extra
curricular project work. The guidelines of the UDLP do 
not limit curricular developments to any student group or 
disciplinary focus. From the outset of this project center, 
graduate, executive, and continuing education were all 
deeply involved as well as faculty development and insti
tutiona! mission re-direction. It appears to me that we're 
witnessing a drift in paradigm within the academy; and 
WPI's now twenty-year-old Plan finds itself at the center 
of the "change in vision" occurring during this last decade 
of the twentieth century. 
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LATIN AMERICAN PROJECTS 
SLEctROMAGNETIC FIELDS 
Students: Matthew P.Ford 

Jonathan 0. Jacobson 
Rebecca A.Mason 

Advisor: K. P. LJUNGQUIST 

This report, prepared for the Puerto Rico Electric Power Au-
thority (PREPA), explores several aspects concerning Electro-
magnetic Fields (EMFS). This report addresses the implementa-
tion of risk communication about EMFS between PREPA and 
the public of Puerto Rico. In addition, the report satisfies cer-
tain requirements that PREPA has to the Environmental Qual-
ity Board (EQB). Results are in the form of prioritized ques-
tions that Puerto Rico's populace would like answered in a 
public awareness pamphlet on the topic of EMFS. 
Reference No. 93D2911 

OF 
ECOTOURISM IN PUERTO RICO: AN ASSESSMENT 
CAJA DE MUERTOS 
Students: 	 Jorge Figueroa-Arroyo 

Jason R.Frost 
Sara J.Pollard 

Advisor: 	 K.P. LJUNGQUIST 

This report, prepared for the Department of Natural Resources 
in Puerto Rico, examines the concepts of ecotourism. The proj-
ect was divided into two phases. The first phase was to re-
search the area of ecotourism and produce a comprehensive 
document for the Department of Natural Resources. The first 
phase results were used to perform the second phase, a com-
plete assessment of the ecotourism development on the island 
of Caja de Meurtos. The project's hope is that the results and 
recommendations can be used by the agency to increase aware-
ness of ecotourism in Puerto Rico and to make improvements 
to the island of Caja de Muertos. 
Reference No. 93D2931 

FACTORS THAT AFFECT LEARNING AT THE HIGH 
SCHOOL LEVEL 
Students: 	 Yolanda L. Larriu 

Jeung J.Lee 

Anthony M.Sacchetti 


Advisor: K. P. LJUNGQUIST 


This report, prepared for the Science Program of Puerto Rico's 
Department of Education, studied factors that effect learning 
and the effective implementation of laboratory periods at the 
secondary school level. An extensive literature review covers: 
(1) traditional and non-traditional science teaching methods; 
(2) latest research on factors that affect laboratory and class-
room learning; (3)laboratory assessment; and (4)affect of in-
creased instruction time on learning. The conclusion provides 
a definition of an effective laboratory and proper implementa-
tion to the science curriculun. Results of this study will serve 
as the foundation for future educational research. 
Reference No. 93D2941 

ESTABLISHING A DYE HOUSE WITH PRINT 
CAPABILITIES 
Students: 	 Donald J.Breda 

MatthewGiza 
Steven C. Thibault 

Advisor: 	 K. P. LJUNGQUIST 

This report, prepared for the Concilio de Diseno y Tech- 
nologia, isan examination of the feasibility of establishing a 
dye house with print capabilities in Puerto Rico. Contacts were 
established to obtain information on machinery, labor costs, 

building leasing rates, and utility costs. After analyzing the
data received, our team decided that we could not give a con
crete answer as to the project's feasibility. We believe this re
port will provide a strong foundation for further investigation 
on this subject. 
Reference No. 93D2951 

PROMOTION OF BICYCLE USE IN THE SAN JUAN 
METROPOLITAN REGION 
Students: Fabrice Riviere 

Charles H. Scholpp 
Richard H. Smith 

Advisor: K.P. LJUNGQUIST 
This report, prepared for the Puerto Rico Department of Trans
portation and Public Works, examines the process of promot
ing a bicycling program in the San Juan metropolitan region. 
Specifically, it identifies the benefits of bicycle use and looks 
into ways to encourage bicycling. The results of the research 
concluded that safe recreational facilities must be provided,
and that cycling should be promoted for its health and recrea
tional benefits. In addition, education programs must be initi
ated, starting with children at young ages. 
Reference No. 93D2921 

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT IN ECUADOR 

Students: Joshua D. Dobbelaar 
Robert J.Jessop 

Advisors: J.E.ROLLINGS 
E.E.VELAZCO 

This project report was prepared for the U.S. Agency for Inter
national Development, La Escuela Superior Politecnica del Lito
ral of Ecuador, and the Worcester Polytechnic Institute of Mas
sachusetts. The project mission was to examine the dynamics 
of economic development in Ecuador and to identify likely 
paths for further national development. This report describes 
the history and present condition of Ecuadorian industry, dis
cusses the potential of specific industries to further the nation's 

development, and suggests topics for future project study. 
Reference No. 93D0231 

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT IN ECUADOR 
Students: John Covle 

Daniel DiBiase 
James A. Watson 

Advisors: J. E. ROLLINGS 
GUILLERMO F.SALAZAR 

This project, done in conjunction with Escuela Superior 
Politenica del Litoral at the Ecuador project center and sup
ported by the United States Agency for International Develop
ment, isa study of environmental management in Ecuador. 
Using reports, interviews, and on-site visits, the project exam
ines the Ecuadorian National Oil Corporation's poliducts and 
how the public, private, and academic sectors work to responsi
bly manage the environment. The study iesults in general rec
ommendations for improving Ecuador;s environmental situa
tion and suggestions for future projects. 

Reference No. 93C0081 
URBAN WASTE MANAGEMENT IN GUAYQUIL, 
ECUADOR 
Students: 	 Allan Concepcion 

Francisco Pereyo 
Obadiah J. Plante 

Advisor: S.VERNON-GERSTENFELD 
The project analyzes waste management in Guayaquil, Ecu
ador. The areas researched are the technical, social and politi
cal aspects of waste management. This report provides a corn
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prehensive analysis of the factors influencing waste manage- 
ment decisions in Guayaquil. Also, the social effects of waste 

anagement decisions are discussed throughly. As a result of 
iis project, recommendations are made to improve current 
waste management practices to benefit the people of Guaya-
quil. 
Reference No.93B0441 

SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT FOR COMMUNITY 
PLANNING 
Students: 	 Todd P. DiNoia 


Spirit Josepl[ 

Eduardo L. Mendez 

Vail L. Mosier 


Advisor: S.VERNON-GERSTEINFELD 


This report investigated the application of sustainable develop
ment in Ecuador, as well as the processes and policies involved 
in community development. These investigations resulted in 
the formation of a methodology for community planning that 
embodies the concepts of sustainable development. Existing 
methodologies for community development, for the introduc-
tion of environmentally conscious productive activities in corn
munities, and for implementation of environmentally sound 
operations were used as tools in the development of the meth- 
odology. Personal experience and systematic evaluation using 
matrices of criteria were utilized in definition and formulation 
of the prolect. Effective application of this methodology may 
be utilized by both communities and institutions in future plan-
ning efforts. 
Reference No. 93B0341 

POLLUTION GENERATED BY PRODUCTIVE ACTIVITIES 
tudents: Antoinette Burns 


Rudy B.Sorrano 

Advisor: 	 S.VERNON-GERSTENFELD 

This project is an investigation of how several biological and 
economic areas have been impacted by the industrial contami-
nation of the Estero Salado in Guayaquil, Ecuador. The infor-
mation obtained was compiled to develop a preliminary envi-
ronmental impact assessment and methods for using it as a 
foundation 	for generating a more comprehensive assessment. 
Included in the recommendations are various proposals for 
using the comprehensive impact assessment as a tool for creat-
ing environmental awareness and eliminating future industrial 
contamination of the Estero Salado. 
Reference No. 94C0071 

ECOLOGICAL TOURISM 

Students: Javier Bonnemaison 


Vanessa L.Melaragno 

Advisors: S. VERNON-GERSTENFELD 


A.GERSTENFELD 

The objective of this project is to assist the Costa Rican Tourism 
Institute (ICT) in the design of a system destined to collect and 
organize information about the tourism activities in the differ-
ent areas of the national parks of Costa Rica. The resulting in
formati-n will be used by the ICT to monitor and support the 
sustainable usage of the areas that are currently used, while 
identifying the area that require promotion and development. 

hReference No.93A0331 

ENGINEERING SERVICE SECTOR OF COSTA RICA AND 
PUERTO RICO 
Students: Robert J. Panza 

Andrew R.Willis 
Advisors: S.VERNON-GERSTENFELD 

A. GERSTENFELD 
By collecting a set of comprehensive data on both Puerto Rican 

and Costa Rican engineering firms, a database was designed 
and implemented which could match the weakness of a Costa 
Rican firm with strengths of a Puerto Rican firm. Data was ob
tained by reviewing each firms qualifications, visiting various 
engineering firms, and by personal interviews with top person
nel from each firm. 
Reference No. 93B0331 

OBTAINING COPIES OF IQPs 
opies of all completed IQPs are submitted to tie

CWPI Gordon Library, and may be viewed by re
quest at the Reference Desk. Hard copies of reports are 
also available by mail for $15.00 each. An order form ap
pears as the last page of this publication. Advisors are in

formed abot off-campus requests for copies of reports.
WPI encourages any readers of INTERACTIONS to contact 
faculty advisors directly if they have comments or ques
tions. 

INTERACTIONS is sent free of charge to any person or 

agency requesting it, as well as to the libraries or many sci
ence and engineering colleges and universities. Readers 
are encouraged to propose IQP topics to WPI, to use ab
stracts in the classroom as examples of undergraduate re
search projects, or to communicate with this office about 
establishing interactive project programs at other campuses. 

Readers of INTERACTIONS may also be interested in 
learning about the WPI project program in the major field. 
A separate publication, INNOVATIONS, reviews disciplin

ary projects (the Major Qualifying Project, or MQP), 
which students carry out in their final year in their major 
field. An information brochure for potential project spon
sors is also available. Copies of any of these publications 

.- obtained free of charge from:
 
Lance Schachterle
 
Associate Dean of Undergraduate Studies.
 
WPI Project Center
 
100 Institute Road
 

Worcester, MA 01609
 
Telephone 508-831-5514
 
Fax 508-831-5485 
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UNIVERSIDAD-SECTOR PRODUCTIVO
 

El dfa martes 7 de diciembre, se realiz6 la 
segunda ronda de conversaciones entre 
representantes de las universidades y escuelas 
politdcnicas y de los sectoresproductivos de la 
regi6n, con el prop6sito de encontrar puntos de 

b -directivos 

-ZL 

Instantes an quo so suscriblan los documentos 
correspondientes para la colaboracidn interinstitucional 

entre la ESPOL, el Tecnol6gico Esplritu Santo y o 
presidentes do la C~mara do Comercio do Guayaquil yde 

la CAmara de la PequeIa Industria del Guayas. 

coincidencia para una relaci6n permanente de 
colaboraci6n. 

El doctor Galo Garcfa Feraud, Presidente del 
Comit6 Provisional Interinstirucional, coordin6 

el encuentro de los principales 
que analizaron los 

mecanismos que har-in posible 
la vinculaci6n de las 
universidades con los sectores 
productivos. 

La suscripcidn de documentos 
que dardin paso al 
funcionamiento del Centro 
de Promocidn y Empleo, bajo 
la coordinaci6n de la ESPOL, 
la Universidad Tecnol6gica 

Espi'ritu Santo y las Cdmaras 
de Comercio de 7uayaquii y de la Pequefia 
Industria del Guavas, consriuye un avance 
significativo en la proyecci6n de acciones 
directas de mutuo beneficio. 

En la firma de los documr:.-tos habilitantes 
participaron el Ing. Nelson Cevallos Bravo, 
Rector de la ESPOL; Dr. Carlos Ortega 
Maldonado, Rector de la Universidad Espfritu 
Santo; Ing. Luis Trujillo Bustamante, por la 
Cdmara de Comercio de Guayaquil; y, la Ing. 

Joyce de Ginatta, por Ia Csiara de la Pequeiia
Industria del Guayas. 

(Contina en la pag. 4) 



VICERRECTORADO GENERAL 

CONVENIO ESPOL-WPI 
PRESENTACION DE TRABAJOS DE ESTUDIANTES DEL WPI 

El viernes 3 de diciembre, en 
el auditorio del Rectorado de la 
Escuela Superior Politrcnica 
del Litoral (ESPOL), campus 
La Prosperina, se realiz6 la 
presentacion de los trabajos 
realizados por los cuatro 
grupos de estudiantes del 
Worcester Polytechnic 
Institute (WPI), dentro del 
conveneo suscrito entre la 
ESPOL y el WPI. 

Los temas fueron puestos a 
consideraci6n de las 
autoridades politdcnicas 
presididas por el Rector, Ing, 
Nelson Cevallos Bravo, y del 
Vicerrector General, Ing. 
Carlos Becerra Escudero; 
James E. Rollings y Susan 
Vernon Gerstenfeld, Director y 
Supervisora del WPI; e, Ing. 
Alfredo Torres, Coordinador 
del Convenio por la ESPOL; 
asf como de representantes de 

Directivos y profesores de la ESPOL, aparecen junto a los estudiantes del 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute (WPI), luego de la presentacion de trabajos sobre 
importantes temas que afectan al medio ambiente de la regidn. 
la Cimara de la Pequefia participaron en los proyectos
Industria del Guayas, desde el 18 de septiembre de 
presididos por la Ing. Joyce de 1993, fueron los siguientes: 
Ginatta, y de entidades 
educadvas y empresariales de PROYECTO 1.- IQP -
la localidad. Pollutiongeneratedby 

Los profesores de la ESPOL y productive activities.
los estudiantes del WPI que Profesores de Ia ESPOL: Dr 

Un grupo do esludiantes, en instantes que realizaban las Constan desde li lzquierda, Ing. Carlos Bcerra Escudero,explicaciones correspondientes al tema do investigaci6n Vlcarrector General do Is ESPOL: Dra. Susan Vernon -quo so les habia asignado. Gerstenfeld, Supervisors del.WPI, Ing. Alfredo Torres, 
Coordinador por la ESPOL; James E.Rollings, Director del 
Programs ESPOLAWPI. 
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Francisco Romay, Ings. Jorge DESTACAN IMPORTANCIA DEL 
Duque y Rodolfo Paz; 
estudiantes del WPI: Burns CONVENIO ENTRE ESPOL Y WPI 
Antoinette T., Guillette Laura 
A., Rajashekar Navin E. y Durante una reuni6n de trabajo con el Ing. 
Soriano Rudy B. Carlos Becerra, Vicerrector General de la 

ESPOL, el doctor James E. Rollings, 
PROYECTO 2: LQP  profesor del Area de Ingenierfa Qufniica y 
Pollutiongeneratedby 2rban Director del convenio vigente entre la 
activities.- Profescres de la 
ESPOL: Ings. Daniel Tapia 
Falconi, Crist6bal Mariscal ye 

Escuela Superior Politdcnica del Litoral 
(ESPOL) y el Instituto Politdcnico deWorcester (WPI) -USA, consider6 positiva 
la cooperaci6n entre las dos instituciones, 

Alfredo Torres. Estudiantes del lo que ha permitido desarrollar una serie de 
WPI: Concepci6n Allan G., actividades entre ellas el intercambio de 
Pereveo Francisco J. y Plante, estudiantes y profesores. 
Obadiah J. Dr. James E. Rollings 

PROYECFO 3: IQP -

Resource managementfor 
sustainabledevelopment.-
Profesores de la ESPOL: Dr. 
Alfredo Barriga Rivera, Ings. 

La ESPOL, dijo Rollings, ha tenido un 
crecimiento cualitativo en su nuevo campus, 
y su nueva administraci6n ha desarrollado una gran actividad que 
permitird cumplir con las expectativas programadas por los responsables 
del convenio interinstitucional. Agreg6 que el Plan Estratdgico aprobado 
por la ESPOL es un documento vdhdo que estA acorde con los linea-

Hdctor Ay6n, Sonia Pizarro, mientos del WPI en dreas como la Administraci6n de la Calidad Total, el 
Mariano Montaflo y Rolando 
Marfn. Estudiantes del WPI: 

Medio Ambiente y la Biotecnologfa, tan necesarios para el presente y el 
futuro de la humanidad. 

Dinoia Todd P., Joseph Spirit, 
Mdndez Eduardo 
Vail L. 

y Mosler Explic6 que la cooperaci6n abarca tambidn aspectos sociales que no 
tienen relaci6n con lo acaddmico, pero que son de gran importancia para 

PROYECTO 4: MOP - Study 
conc,.imiento del medio yde la solidaridad social que es necesaria en un 
Cxnvenio de la fndole del que se estA desenvolviendo en la actualidad. La 

effects of mining activitiesof firma del Tratado de Libre Comercio (TLC), firmado entre Canadd, 
gold and relatedmaterials 
over land and water and the 

Estados Unidos y Mdxico, abre grandes posibilidades de una relaci6n ms 
amplia hacia los pafses de menor desarrollo, acot6. 

toxic consecuences to 
agricultureand agriculture 
products.- Profesor de la 
ESPOL: Ing. Francisco Torres. 
Estudiantes del WPI: Crott 
Jenn, Dipietro Kirstin, Johnson 

El intercambio de estudiantes, dijo Roflings, particularmente con los que
han permanecido durante algunas semanas en el Ecuador, les ha permitido 
constatar in situ, lo que es realmente el Ecuador yde sus grandes riquezas 
naturales. Ellos, a su retomo, continuardn sus estudios en el WPI, pero 
jamds podran olvidar las experiencias vividas en la ESPOL. 

Ryan, Pedro Jamey y Worden 
Kevin. Para el pr6ximo afto vendrAn otros grupos de estudiantes, qu, cooperardn 

entre 3y 7 semanas en la ESPOL desarrollando proyectos especfficos, asf 
La Dra. Susan Vernon- como estudios de Postgrado en Ingenierfa Qufmica relacionada con el 
Gerstenfcld, se constituy6 en la Medio Ambiente. Se prevd la asistencia de estudiantes que en su mayorfa 
Consejera y Supervisora de los hablen espaflol. 
estudiantes del WPI durante su 
estadfa en el Ecuador. 

- -- . a ... C a a -- a -- ------- - - - - ' > 



COORDINAN 
ACIVIDADES ACADEMICAS 


El 30 de noviembre, en las oficinas del Vicerrectorado General tuvo 
lugar la primera reuni6n de trabajo de la subcomisi6n conformada per
los serores Lcdo. Jaime Jaramillo, Vicerrector de la Universidad Nacional 
de Loja; Ing. lvdn Moreno, Director del Departamento de Planificaci6n y
Coordinaci6n de-Universidades del CONUEP; Dr. Rosendo Rojas,
Representante del Vicerrectorado de la Universidad de Cuenca; y, Dr.
Vicente Riofrfo. Representante del Vicerrector de la Escuela Superior
Politdcnica del Litoral (ESPOL), la misma que estA encargada por el 
CONUEP de preparar el documento final relacionado con la orientaci6n 
que la Comisi6n de Formaci6n y Perfeccionamiento Docente incor-
porarA en la estwcturaci6n de los eventos acad6micos pedag6gicos 
para el proximo aio. En la grafica, el Ing. Carlos Becerra Escudero, Vice-
rrector de la ESPOL, da la bienvenida a los miembros de la subco-misi6n,nddsaadmcsyd
 

do a pg....Durante la sesi6n de trabajo 

realizada en el auditorio del 
Rectorado, en el campus de La 
Prosperina, participaron el Dr. 
Medardo Mora,Rector de la U. 
Eloy Alfaro de Manta; Carlos 
Cortdzar, Rector de la U.T. de 
Quevedo; Ab. Hugolino 
Orellana, Rector de la U.T. de. 
Babahoyo; Dr. Rodolfo 
Cepridn, del Centro Educativo 
SEK; Genoveva de Mager. del 
IDEPRO; Wilson Maig6n, de 
la C.A. del Cant6n Sucre,
Manabi; Enrique Barreiro, de
la Camara de Comercio 

Espahiola; Erwin Tamayo, de 
Solepsa; Vidal Fuentes, de la 
CC de Vinces: Oscar Calle v 
Sergio Vega, de la CC de El 
Triunfo; Elizabeth Boloiia. del 

TES; Dra. Mercedes Alvarez 
de Hemrdndez. consultora 
educativa; James Rollings, de 
la WPI, y directivos de 
unidades acaddmicas y de 
apoyo de la ESPOL. 

NUEVO ESQUEMA DE INGRESO
 
El Vicerrectorado General. en conjunto con la Comisi6n de Ingreso, anuncia que apanir de la presente
fecha la ESPOL cuenta con un nuevo esquema de ingreso, el cual consta de un Examen de Ingreso Onico,
 

mas los respectivos cursos prepolit6cnicos de invierno yverano, para Ingenierias yTecnologfas.

El calendario anual de estos eventos es el siguiente:
 

FECHA 


Diciembre 

Febrero a Mayo 

Junio aseptiemore 

Junio anoviembre 

BOLETIN INFORMATIVO 

EVENTO 


Examen de Ingreso 

Prepolit~cnico de Invierno 

Prepolitdcnico de Verano 

Prepolitdcnico de verano 

N' 637 VIERNES 

CARRERA
 

Ingenierfas
 
Tecnologfas
 

Ingenierias
 
Tecnologias
 

Ingenierias 

Tecnolog(as 
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VICERRECTORADO DE ASUNTOS ESTUDIANTILES -
Y BIENESTAR 

ACTIVIDADES CULTURALES 

El lunes 6de diciembre alas 19h00, en elaula magna de laESPOL so present6 elGupo Con-Gent on iaobra picaresca 
'SOLO EN CAMA AJENA. digida por Juan Jos6 Jaramillo 
Reynoso. 

PROXIMOS LUNES CULTURALES 

Lunes 13 de dlclembre 
Homenaie a Walt Whitman, Recital Podtico Musical 'HOJASDE 
HIERBAS con guitana clsica do Juliln Morales. 
Lunes 20 de dlclembre 
Mfsica yOanza del Circulo CuJlural de la Fundaci6n Leonidas 
Ortega Moera, bajo ladirecci nde Piero Jaramillo. 
Lunes 27 de diclembre 
Africa Tamoora, integrntes 18 personas, 4o la direccidn de 
Geovanna Rodriguez Castro. 

Todos estos eventos se reaJizarAn en el aua magna de la 
ESPOL-Pe~as,-a las 19h00 

CHARLAS MEDICAS Y DE 
SEGURIDAD 
CONFERENCIA SOBRE PREVENCION V 

EL USO INDEBIDO DE DROGAS 

Se invita ala comunraaa plitkcra. a la conterenca de 
"Prevenci6n sobre ei uso ,ndebdo de drogas', la cual so esti 
Ilevando acabo el Cia de hoy en LaBlbioteca de Tecnologlas
(para los alumnos de este sectan 

e a 
so etectuar el dia viemes 17 de =cene d 1993. alas 
IOhOO. en laBiblioteca Central (para ios alumnos de 
Ingenierias). 

Tambi n se invita acanferenca soeel mismo tma. quo 

El expositor de las menoanadas coterencas es elPsicoteraoeuta ITALO VILLAVICeNCIO LOPEZ 

EXPOSICION DE LIBROS
EDICIENCIAS S.A. realizard una exposici6n de libros de Marketing en los oajos ael Rectorado, a partir del

lunes 13 a viemes 17 de diciembre de 1993, de 08h30 a 16h00. 

REVISION CURRICULAR -
A fin dOeue los estudiantes de laFacultad de Ingenieria en 
Mecanca quo estaban pIevitos egresar en el11t(rmino del 
presente afo acaddmico, no se vean afectados por la reforma 
curncuiar en cuanto ala duracin de sus estudios, esta Facultad, 
a travds d su Sub-Decano,procedi6 a arlisis de caso par caso 
a fin ae que quede perfectamente adarado las materas que
debian aarooar estos estudiantes para concluir sus estudios en el 
actual IAirmino. 

MEDIDAS DE TRANSICION 
Acada uno de ellos se es ievanto una fidma acad6mna en donde 
se ae16 constancia ccn todalaMaoOe su situaci6ncumcular. De 
este anAisis el Decano ouso acaoonmelnto del Conseo Oirectivo 
de laFacultad, queaando desoea das las dudas y la 
incertidumbre queen aJgin momeri oucieron tenerestegrupo de 
31 estudiantes. Las ichasacadi, amsconstan en losacivasdel 
Sub-Decanato con la firma de caoa estudiante ydel Ing. Eduardo 
Rivadeneira P., Sub-Decano de ta misma. 

INCORPORACION 
El 17 do diciembro do 1993, a las 1hOO, on la explanada do la Facultad so reawizard la Vl Inrooraci6n do Ingonioros


Mocdnicos. La n6mina do los graduados as la siguiente:

Miguel Reni AcostaDAvilaJajmo ParicioAguilera Bauz, Byron Eduardo
Alarc6n Ortiz. Lorena.4ivoar G-6moz.Leandro Andrade Marquez, Edgar
Armando Andrade Z*a ,Leonidas Jorge Benitos Colmont, Marcos
Patncio Crbrra Parodes, Parico Sal Cacdo Bonilla. Josi Ignacio
Casilanoo 
 ra,CPa Npoie6n CoomaPazmifo.Ral Fernando
Chum Fren, Vhdliir Do laCruz do laCruz,Santiago Jos4 Diaz Cobos,
Ingrid Toesalor w varl Noclaie,AngoiEduardo
Miranda,Lu.sForandoGardaGuer, MarcoTulio Ga 
 Erazo,Lany
Oaniel Godoy Choca, Joi Manual Haz ViUacia. C6sar Henry JAcome 
PonceP,Rododo Anwio Jom.Aguin, Nelson Efnrn Jaramilo Rojas, 

Vigilio Enrique Landivar Hidalgo, Jorge jiio Cdsar Lojam Mer Jorge
Eduardo Maclas Castro. Josi Aristiom Martin Aniepara. Jorge Dani 
MorVaJIe0,DiegoRemgioMorm ,JaimeLusNwa*nMacas.
 
Vi HugoNeira Se ,JogeAlfredo Niio SuLiwhWaewHenry

Ochoa SAnchez, Ls.inoo Ordoiazewa. Cecilia Alexandra Parae
Vorduga, John Arturo Ouiniana Inrago. Luis Allo Ramirz Torras. 
Isidro Auguslo Romoro Vez. Ems= Fabin Rovyo Vora. Jorge
Oswaldo Troya Fuertes, Hugo Vicaf Vadsz Mo, Edmwido Villabis
Guadahpe,Jorge HemanVllbqauir iftr, FausoAfclmoZanbrano 
Moma. 
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UNIDAD DE PLANIFICACION 

OBJETIVOS DEL PLAN
ESTRATEGICO ESPOL 1994-97
 
I. 	 GESTION ACADEMICA 

I 	 Fortajecer el nivel 
acarnico del docente. 

2. 	 Mejorar la caidad de los 
programas aiamicos de 
pxjado. 

3 	 Adecuar la ofet depomfesionales a las 
necesidales del mnedo. 

4. 	 FortaJecer el sistema de 
admis&o. 

5. 	 Innovar el sistema de 

graduaci6n. 


6. 	 Mjorar las condiciones de
estudo de los alumnos. 

7 	 Anlarla cobertura de los 
programas de postgrado. 

II. 	 INVESTIGACION Y 
DESARROLLO 
TECNOLOGICO 

8 	 Reformar el rol del CICYT. 

9. 	 Ampliar el nimero de 

oentros de investigaci6n y 


prestaci6n do servicios 
cientificos y tecnol6gicos. 

10. 	 Crear paques de 
invesgac6n y desarrollo 
tecnol6gico (Incubadoras
tecnol6gicas). 

11. 	 Ac irpesgan con la 

6 	 BOLE= IlO]D7.,7I' 

formaci6n de recursos 2. Ilriantarun sistema de 
humanos y el mejoramiento segunidad incustJ.
de la productividad. 

23. 	 Fornuar yejecutar el plan
12. 	 Integrar la investigaci6n a do mantenirmiento ylos procesos de enseFIanza opeaci6n de los campu de 

en pre ypostgrado la ESPOL
 
Ill. EXTENSION 


V. 	GESTION FINANCIERA 

13. 	 Fortalecer la educaci6n 24. 	Fortaiecer la captaci6n de
continua, ingresos provenientes del 

Esab14. 	Ampliar la cobertura de la
 
Prestaci6n de Serviaos. 
 25. 	 Mexar la genera6n de 

recursos propos.15. 	 Favorecer el desarrollo
 
sustentable de [a regi6n. 
 26. 	 RacionaJizar y optimiz; los 

egrm16. 	 Intensfficar la presencia de
la ESPOL en sus reladones 27. Formufar y ejecutar elplan 
con La comunidad. de manteniento yoperacin de los campu de 

IV. GESTION ia 	 e bcm d
ADMINISTRATIVA 

VI. 	 DESARROLLO FISICO
17. 	 Modemizar la
 

administaci6n. 
 28. 	 Formulary ejecutarel plan 

18. 	 de desarrollo ffsico delMejorar la administraci6n de cairnus La Prospenna. y
la informaci6n. mejorar la infraestructura en

los campus de Dau y Santa
19. 	 Capacitar a directivos, Elena 

docentes y funcionanios. 
29. 	Formutar y ejecutar el plan20. 	 Formular y ejecutar el plan de maneo del bosque

de recursos humanos. protector del campus La 
proteo a m 

21. 	 Mantener polificas
apropiaas para ac=aiz 30. 	Corletar los l:boratonos ylos sueldos del personal de talleres de las unidadespanta de la ESPOL acadTi. 
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INSTALAN ROMPEVELOCIDADES 
Prosperina, se ha procedido a la construcci6n de
dos obsticulos rompevelocidades: uno en el 
sector de las tecnologfas votro en el sector del 
lago. 

Luego de observaciones realizadas por la 
Administraci6n y sugerencias manifestadas por
usuarios de la vfa interna del Campus La 

REJILLAS EN CANALES DE' DRENAJE . .,
 

Se continua con el trabajo de construcci6n y .4
 
colocaci6n de las tapas-rejillas en los canales de
 

drenaje de aguas Iluvias en la via de acceso al
 
campus de La Prosperina (360 metros lineales). 
 w 

C.T ....
IN..... 
 ........ 
 .....
.......:":......
.
 
.... 
 .....
.......................
DE, GENIE.
 . .FACULTAD EN ELECTRICIDAD (FIE)............ 
 ......"...... .. 
 ............
 ..... i
 

CULMINARON DIPLOMADO GERENCIAL
 
El In,. .Alando Altanirano Chivez, Subdecano de la FIE,y el Ing. Luis Torres Pinos. profesor dela rnknia. culminaron exitosanente el Diploni:do en Administraci6n Gererw:ai. organizado por laEscuelaI de Postgrado en Adrninistraci6n de Empresas de 1a ESPOL. Peiicitaciones. 

Ing. Armando Altamirano Ing. Luis Torres,
Subdecano de la FIE profesor de la FIE 
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INCORPORACION DE TECNOLOGOS DE LA ESPOL
 
En el aula magna del campus politdcnico Las Peflas, se 
realiz6 el viemes 3 de diciembre la solemne 
incorporaci6n de la ddcimo sdptima promoci6n de 
Tecn6logos en Alimentos, la vigdsima primera de 
Analistas de Sistemas, la sdptima promoci6n de 
Tecn6logos en Electricidad y Electr6nica, y la ddcimo 
octava de Tecn6logos en Mecdnica. 

En la mesa directiva estuvieron presentes, desde la 
izq., Tecnlg. Luis Vargas, Coordinador encargado del 
Programa de Tecnologfa en Mec~nica; Dra. Gloria 
Bajana de Pacheco, Coordinadora de Tecnologfa en 
Alimentos; Ing. Robert Toledo, Vicerrector de AsuntosEstudiantiles y Bienestar; Ing. Nelson Cevallos Bravo,
Rector de la ESPOL; Ing. Carlos Becerra Escudero, 
Vicerrector General; Tecnlg. Kldber Mor.n, Director 
del Instituto de Tecnologfas; Tecnlg. Edmundo Durdn, 
de Electrnnica y Electricidad;Analista Jacqueline Meia, 
Coordinadora del Programa de Tecnologfa en 
Computaci6n. 

Aspecto general de los nuevos tecn6logos graduados 
de la Escuela Superior Politdcnicadel Litoral y que se
incorporaron en solemne ceremonia realizada en el 
aula magna del campus Las Penas. 

Analista Luz
 
Pazmiho Cujilf
 

quien
agradeci6, a 

nombre de los 
tecn6Iogos

graduados, las 
ensefanzas
 

impartidas en
 
[a ESPOL.
 

PROGRAMA DE TECNOLOGIA INDUSTRIAL EN LA MADERA 
(PROTEM) 

PRESTACION DE SERVICIOS A LA COMUNIDAD
 
El PROTEM pone a conocimiento de la comunidad politdcnica la prestaci6n de servicios en la construcci6n

de muebles modulares, en maderas prefabricadas en combinaci6n con maderas macizas. 

p.r j ................... 
.
 . . .
 I1,
 

La utilizaci6n que realiza el PROTEM de maderas prefabricadas en la fabrlcaci6n de diferentes tipos de
muebles, contribuye a la conservaci6n de los pocos bosques existentes en el Ecuador, ayudando de-esta
 
manera al culdado del medio ambiente de nuestro pals.
 

Mayor informaci6n al tel6fono y fax 786869 en Santa Elena.
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INCORPORACION DE 
TECNOLOGOS EN 
AGRICULTURA (PROTAG) 

El s~bado 4 de diciembre se realiz6 la ceremonia do 
incorporaci6n de la tercera promoci6n de 
Tecn6logos en Agricultura de la Escuela Superior 
Politdcnica del Litoral. 

El Ing. Carlos Becerra Escudero, Vicerrector 
General de [a ESPOL, intervino para exteriorizar su 
complacencia por la incorporaci6n de nuevos 
tecn6logos que se incorporan con capacidad a las 
tareas productiv.s que requiere el pafs. 

Recibieron su tftulo de Tecn6logos en Agricultura, 
especializaci6n de Mecanizaci6n Agrficola: Cruz 
Maria Chiriguaya, Urbano Espinoza Quintero, Felipe 
Franco Plaza, Carlos Huayamabe Ronquillo, Henry 
Palacios Wanke, Holger Sdnchez Soto y Fernando 
Velasco Salvatierra. 

Tecn6logos en Agriculutra, en el drea de Producci6n 
Agricola: Segundo Freire Le6n, lvdn Garcia Orozco, 
Clemente Moreira Montiel, Fdtima Mosquera 
D~cimavilla. Juan Negrete Morn, Mauro Olvera 
Vaca, Leandro Sarco Camba, Jesseka Vdsquez 
Ruiz. 

Tecn6logos en Agricultura, area de Producci6n 
Pecuaria: Santiago Barzola Castro, Jose ChAvez 
Piloso, Alberto Mosquera G6mez y Wiston Reyes 
Villegas. 

Tecn6logo en Agricultura: Miguel Angel Quilimbaque 
Jara. 

En representaci6n doe los incarporados agradeci6 el 
En enryacidosinorradoa ctecnolago Henry Palacios. 

.... .... :.... ..... ... :... 

Publicado en los We '1 " ll-
del Centmro do Difusi6n yPublicaones U 'I

do wEscuelaSuponorPoitcica I (1.2 1iA 
del Utoral . 

D wecn: Campus La Pmspenna IIHI 
Casilla: 09-1-5863. FAX:(5g341354 2911TELX: 4,MW ESPOLG.- ESD r~ TelEfs:oS269276-.-E269277 '1, ,I 
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PROGRAMA DE 
TECNOLOGIA EN 

ALIMENTOS (PROTAL) 

DIRECTORA DEL 
PROTAL INVITADA A 
SIMPOSIO EN U. DEL 

BRASIL 

La Dra. Gloria Bajatla de 
Pacheco, Coordinadora del 
Programa de Tecnologfa en 

pr aViorganizaci6nalAlimentoSvada Brasild 

Estados Americanos (OEA), 
para participar en el Simposio "Avance y tecnologfa 
parel pracesamienta y envasada asdptico de 
alimontes". Al mencianado evento asistir otambin el 

Ing. Luis Miranda, profesor del PROTAL. El simposio 
se realizard entre el 12y e118 de aiciembre de 1993 en 
al Universidad de Campinas, Brasil. 

GRAN REALIZACION DE VENTAS EN 
PROTAL 

PROTAL informa al ptblico en general la venta de sus
 
productos elaborados en la planta piloto, apartir del 4
 
de diciembre de 1993. en los siguientes puntos:
 

- Bajos del Gobierno Central.
 
- Bajos de la Facultad de Ingenieria en
 

Electricidad. 
- Bajos de la Direccion de Tecnoiogias.- Edificio de aulas, C:clo B~sico. 

Los productos a venderse seran: 
Valor 
unitaria
 

Mermeladas: PiAe, banano,
 
zapallo, frutilla, mango y tomate 1.800,oo
 

At~n enlatados 1.300,oo 

- Embutidos 1/2 kilo 3.500,oo 

La coordlnacldn do PROTAL pide al pOIlco
sugerencias y comentarios respecto a los productos. 

O 
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EN ADMINISTRACION DE EMPRESAS (ESP AE) 

FINALIZO DIPLOMADO EN
 
ADMIMSTRACION GERENCIAL
 

Las autoridades de la ESPOL, Ing. Nelson Cevallos 
Bravo, Rector, Ing. Carlos Becerra Escudero,
Vicerrecor General; Ing. Robert Toledo Echeverria,
Vicerrector de Asuntos Estudiantiles y Bienestar; asf 
como de los directivos de la ESPAE, ingenieros Josdd
Layana Ch., Director, y Washington Armas, Coor-
dinador Acaddmico, aparecen en la ceremonia de 
clausura del Diplomado en Adminstraci6n Gerencial 
realizada en el aula magna de la ESPOL-Las Peflas. 

C!ENTRO EXPERIENTALDE... 
TE.NOLOG IAEDUCA TIVWA 

(CETED) 

CONFERENCIA SOBRE 

MODERNAS PARA LA 


ENSEN ANZA 


UNIVERS ITA RIA" 

El viernes 19 de noviembre de 1993, desde las 
13h00 hasta las 16h00 en la sala de estudios 

libres de la Biblioteca Central, el Dr. Vicente 
Maldonado Zevallos dict6 la conferencia 
"Tdcnicas modernas para la ensefianza 

universitaria". 

Profesionales del drea empresarial yprofesores de la 
ESPOL que se graduaron en el primer Diplomado en 
Administraci6n Gerencial realizado entre el 16 de ju
nio y el 20 de noviembre de 1993. El curso fue dictado 

par profesores del Programade Magister dela Es
cuela Superior Politcnica del Litoral (ESPOL). 

VICERRECTORADO DE 
ASUNTOS ESTUDIANTILES 

Y BIENESTAR 

ASOCIACION
 
DETRABAJADORES
 

POLITECNICOS (ATP) 

En memoria de la serlora 

MARIA VICTORIA CRUZ DE IRIGUEZ 

Auas del Sr. Hugo Ilguez,Auxillar de Serviclos de la Biblloteca Central 

Guayaquil, 2 de diciembre de 1993 

Ndstr Sellin T. N. Robert Toledo E. 
Presdente do la ATP Vcerrector de Asuntos 

Estmltantiles y8ienestar 
_ 
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MEMORANDUM
 

DATE: April 7, 1994 
DEPARTMENT 

TO: Professor James Rollings 

FROM: Lisa Jernberg, Management OF 

SUBJECT: Student Update 
MANAGEMENT 

Per your request, attached are copies of the correspondence issued from our 
Department for the two individuals coming to pursue their master's degrees 
in management at WPI. 

As of today, all required forms (PLOP, Participant Data, Biographical Data, 
etc.) have been submitted to Dr. Ruth Frischer at AID in Washington. She, 
in turn, will follow-through with the AID Mission in Quito. Tom Thomsen in 
our student life office has forwarded the appropriate Visa forms to these men 
who are presently staying in Ohio where they attended the American 
Language Academy. 

My next step is to contact HAC to initiate their insurance coverage which is 
to become effective the day they join WPI as research assistants, May 23,
1994. I will be talkir, with you about issuing the payment for their insurance 
within the next sevxiral weeks. 

Edgar Izquiredo and Victor Gofizalez will arrive in Worcester on May 15. 
They have an office, which they will share, waiting for them. I will work with 
the student life office to ensure that housing is found promptly upon their 
arrival. Shortly after they arrive, we will meet with them to determine who 
should be assigned as their advisor to best suit their needs (and visa versa). 

Please give me a call (5561) if you have any questions on the present status of 
these individuals or if you require more information. Thank you. 



SESCUELA SUPERIOR POLITECNICA 
DEL LITORAL 
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April 6, 1994 
.:1r.' ; ,,',
 

To: 	 LISA [. JERNBERG 
Dircet.r, Graduate Management Prngram 
w. P. I. 

From: 	 (ARLO$ BBCERRA 
Vice-Rector ESPOL 

Dear Liss, 

In referenc, to your fax ot Marcih 17, asking for a written 
confirmation ouf the program length that will bo pursued by 
VICTOR GONZALEZ and EDGAR IZEUiRflDO. 

This letter 	 is to authoriz.d officially ±rom lESPOL that thle 
program length for Vfctor GuILAZlez and Edgar lzquierdo, will 
bo from Juno 1994 to May 1996, included in this time length 
to complete their thesis workc. 

ESPOL is gratelul for all your cooperation. 

Carlos Becerra
 
Vice-Rector ESPOT,
 

IUIF.L HW1
 



ESPOL
 
10CARXATT-209 SN1 LJAYJ"JN0W0FL 

OLI4C CA31-PA (MA'I 354629- lIkiX 4.O5Q0 3P0.G4 
GVAYAQVL-CLUADOR 

TELFS, RECEPCC;1 ]P RINA W%24- nCIMON'PIRAS. 303M408004i 

Guayaqn i., March 18, 1994 

TO: jsa H. Jernbarg
 
Director, Graduatt Memagement Program 
WPI 

FROM: Qarlcz Bcccrra
 
Vine Rector. ESPOL 

Dear Lisa:
 

I received youL" fa of March 17. I am e.ad that TOEFL 

reaults of ViSctor Gonzalez and Edgar Izquierdo are
 

satisfactory.
 

This letter is wv authorize officially from F.POL that
 
V. rnzilez and E. .zquiordo are allowed to attend WPI
 
And may begi. Zhei programs during this nimmer
 
(june/94).
 

E5FOL L grateful for all 7our cosperation.
 

Reg vde, 

Carlos Becerrn
 
VICE RECTOR ESFOL
 

ESPOL: Ciencia,Tecnoltofa v Educacinal serviciodel Pak 
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March 21, 19 4
 

M. Lisa X. Jernberg

Director Graduate Managcment Programs

WORCESTER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE
 
Worcester, kA 01609 
- 2280
 

Dear Ms. Jernberg:
 

After receiving your fax dated 
March 17 and being
Informed that we can begin our 
 program 
on may 23, 1994, we
are glad to know we will be accepted at WPl. We are looking
forward to going to Worcester on May 15. 
We plan to follow the straight two-year degree program;
however, we would like to discuss the pro's and con's of each
when we arrive at WPT. We are 
in contact with ISPOL in order
to gut the approval of our plans, so we hope thoy
respond to you soon. 

will
 

Ans you indicated us in 
 your Cax, we should take two
courses during the 
 sunmer 
semester: therefore, we will
appreiate being sent by fax It it io poosible, 
 the content
of the programs and the names of 
 the books used for eAch
 
course.
 

we 
look forward to receiving your answer soon.
time, you can At any
contact us by internet 
 to the following
address: vgonzale~rs6O3O.baldwinw.edu 
 and/or
eizquier~rs6000.bal dwinw.edu.
 

Sincerely,
 

Ed zquerdo Los
 

16301 Elsienna Ave. 
 478 Front St.
Cleveland, OHIO, 44135 
 PRONTVIEW APTS. APT. 306/1

Berea, OHIO, 44017
 

http:dwinw.edu
http:vgonzale~rs6O3O.baldwinw.edu


WORCESTER Department of Management100 Institute Road 
POLYTECHNIC Worcester, MA 01609-2280 
INSTITUTE (508) 831-5218FAX: (508) 831-5720 

March 17, 1994 

Mr. Carlos Becerra and 
Mr. Alfredo Torres 
ESPOL 

Dear Carlos and Alfredo: 

I have just received confirmation that Edgar Izquierdo and Victor Gonzalez have received scores
 
of 560 on their recent TOEFL exams. Given that, they have now satisfactorily completed the
 
provision of their admission to Worcester Polytechnic Institute and may begin their programs

this summer, pending your approval that they do so.
 

I have attached a copy of the letter forwarded to Edgar and Victor that reiterates the specifics
of their travel to Worcester. They have been asked to contact you to confirm some of the items
noted in my letter to them. Other issues (e.g. family travel to the U.S., etc.) can be followed-up 
on after this initial correspondence. The most immediate issues have been outlined and need to 
be answered so we may initiate the required documentation. 

It is important to note that I may not move forward until I have ra written authorization 
from ESPOL that you support Edgar and Victor's attendance at WPI. I would also like written 
confirmation of the program length that will be pursued by each (June 1994 to December 1995 
or June 1994 to May 1996 -- see draft schedule attached). 

Please contact me directly if you have any questions. Thank you for your patience and your 
help. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa M. Jernberg 
Director, Graduate Management Programs 

cc: James Rollings 
Mary Eckert, American Language Academy
 
Edgar Izquierdo
 
Victor Gonzalez
 



Department of Management 

WORCESTER 100 Institute Road
POLYTECHNIC 	 Worcester, MA 01609-2280 

(508) 831-5218
INSTITUTE FAX: (508) 831-5720 

March 	17, 1994 

Mr. Victor H. Gonzalez
 
c/o American Language Academy
 
Baldwin-Wallace College
 
Berea, 	 OH 44017 

Dear Victor: 

Congratulations! I have just received confirmation that you received a score of j60 on your
recent TOEFL exam. Given that, you have now satisfactorily completed the provision of your
admission to Worcester Polytechnic Institute and you may begin your program this summer. 

Please 	note the following: 

1. 	 Your official "employment" date (the date your funding will begin) with WPI will be 
Monday, May 23, 1994. This is the day you are to report to the Management
Department as a research assistant. You will work 20 hours per week, for the duration 
of your stay, in exchange for the monthly stipend previously outlined (see attached) and 
a waiver of your tuition. 

2. 	 Classes begin June 1, 1994. You should plan to take two courses during the summer 
semester, the remaining portion of your schedule will be determined after you arrive at 
WPI. 

3. 	 Your HAC insurance coverage will begin the first day of your employment at WPI. 

4. 	 Once we have finalized your "arrival in Worcester" date, I will work with you to obtain 
the necessary housing. 

5. 	 As outlined in your initial acceptance letter, you will need to pay a $20 Graduate Student 
Organization Fee and a $30 Orientation Fee upon your airival. The usual $100 advance 
deposit required of full-time students has been waived for you. 

In addition to the above, there are a few questions that I will need answered before I can 
proceed. 

.\
 



1. 	 Given your employment start date of May 23, 1994, when do you actually plan to arrive 
in Worcester? 

2. 	 Do you plan to follow a straight 2-year degree program as previously indicated (would 
mean a completion date of May 1996) or do you want to pursue the more aggressive 
(hence more difficult), consolidated program (completion date of December 1995) seeing
that you have already been in the United States for some time? We can discuss the pro's
and con's of each if you wish. This will need to be finalized prior to my submitting the 
appropriate documentation to A.I.D. 

I will be forwarding a letter to ESPOL requesting their formal written approval of your
attendance at WPI. Once this is received, I will have Tom Thomsen of our Student Life Office 
mail to you the documentation required to change your F1 to a J1 Visa. I will also need 
ESPOL's final approval before I can issue the appropriate documentation (e.g. PIOP, Participant
Data, and Biographical Data Forms) to A.I.D. so they, in turn, may receive the appropriate 
approvals from the A.I.D. Mission in Ecuador. 

We will probably need to make several phone calls back and forth before your actual arrival at 
WPI. It's important that we promptly finalize the details outlined above. I strongly suggest that 
you discuss your plans with ESPOL directly so they are fully informed and can respond to me 
quickly. 

Please give me a call (508) 831-5561 if you have any questions. I look forward to meeting you. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa M. Jernberg 
Director, Graduate Management Programs 

cc: 	 James Rollings 
Director of Latin American Programs 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute 

Carlos 	Becerra and Alfredo Torres 
ESPOL 

Mary Eckert
 
American Language Academy
 



LA-i Department of Management 

WORCESTER 100 Institute Road

V -A POLYTECHNIC Worcester, MA 01609-L)80
INSTITUTE 	 (508) 831-5218UTE FAX: (508) 831-5720 

March 	17, 1994 

Mr. Edgar E. Izquierdo
 
c/o American Language Academy
 
Baldwin-Wallace College
 
Berea, OH 44017
 

Dear Edger: 

Congratulations! I have just received confirmation that you received a score of 560 on your
recent TOEFL exam. Given that, you have now satisfactorily completed the provision of your
admission to Worcester Polytechnic Institute and you may begin your program this summer. 

Please 	note the following: 

1. 	 Your official "employment" date (the date your funding will begin) with WPI will be 
Monday, May 23, 1994. 	 This is the day you are to report to the Management
Department as a research assistant. You will work 20 hours per week, for the duration 
of your stay, in exchange for the monthly stipend previously outlined (see attached) and 
a waiver of your tuition. 

2. 	 Classes begin June 1, 1994. You should plan to take two courses during the summer 
semester, the remaining portion of your schedule will be determined after you arrive at 
WPI. 

3. 	 Your HAC insurance coverage will begin the first day of your employment at WPI. 

4. 	 Once we have finalized your "arrival in Worcester" date, I will work with you to obtain 
the necessary housing. 

5. 	 As outlined in your initial acceptance letter, you will need to pay a $20 Graduate Student 
Organization Fee and a $30 Orientation Fee upon your arrival. The usual $100 advance 
deposit required of full-time students has been waived for you. 

In addition to the above, there are a few questions that I will need answered before I can 
proceed.
 



1. 	 Given your employment start date of May 23, 1994, when do you actually plan to arrive 
in Worcester? 

2. 	 Do you plan to follow a straight 2-year degree program as previously indicated (would 
mean a completion date of May 1996) or do you want to pursue the more aggressive
(hence more difficult), consolidated program (completion date of December 1995) seeing
that you have already been in the United States for some time? We can discuss the pro's
and con's of each if you wish. This will need to be finalized prior to my submitting the 
appropriate documentation to A.I.D. 

I will be forwarding a letter to ESPOL requesting their formal written approval of your
attendance at WPI. Once this is received, I will have Tom Thomsen of our Student Life Office 
mail to you the documentation required to change your F1 to a JI Visa. I will also need 
ESPOL's final approval before I can issue the appropriate documentation (e.g. PIOP, Participant
Data, and Biographical Data Forms) to A.I.D. so they, in turn, may receive the appropriate
approvals from the A.I.D. Mission in Ecuador. 

We will probably need to make several phone calls back and forth before your actual arrival at 
WPI. It's important that we promptly finalize the details outlined above. I strongly suggest that 
you discuss your plans with ESPOL directly so they are fully informed and can respond to me 
quickly. 

Please give me a call (508) 831-5561 if you have any questions. I look forward to meeting you. 

Sincerely, 

Lisa M. Jemberg 
Director, Graduate Management Programs 

cc: 	 James Rollings 
Director of Latin American Programs 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute 

Carlos Becerra and Alfredo Torres
 
ESPOL
 

Mary Eckert
 
American Language Academy
 



Berea, March 9, 1994 

Mr. 	Jamew E. Rolings
 
Dire:ctor uf Latin American Programs 
WrvreeHLr Polytechnic Institute 

Dear Mr. Rollings:
 

We are glad to know that we have the opportunity to 
at.tend Lhe graduaLe program in the Management Department at 
WPI next May. 

Tn January 5, we were enrolled at ALA/B-W College in
 
order to impriove our English. We have just finished the
 
pr ent. academic quarter and obtained the 550 minimum TOEFL
 
score necessary to be aooapted at WPI. Attached to this
 
lett.er, you will find the letter from ALA/B-W certifying our 
level of Englibh language proficioncy.
 

We are Lhinkng about going to Wmrcester in April, so we 

would like you to help us with the forms we need to fill out 
to begin our program. We also need to knnw the date of the 
beginning of our scholarships. 

Wt- appreciated your taking time in considering our 
request.a. 

Sincere ly,
 

Edgar E. Tzquierdo Victor H. Gonmalez 

CC: 	Lisa M. Jernberg, Tom 'lompsen, Carlos Becerra, Alfredo
 
Torres.
 



Det Baldwin-allace College 
rerea, OH 44017 
(216) 234-0405 
Telex: 248777 ALA UR 
Cable: Amnerlang 

Cleveland. OH 

.March 4, 1994 

Lisa Jernburg 
Worchester Polytechnic Institute 
Department of Management
 
Worchester, MA 01609-2280 

Dear Ms. Jernburg:
 

I have been asked by Victor Hugo Gonzalez to write to you about the score he obtained
 on the latest TOEFL he took while a student at ALA. 
The following are his hand-scored
 
results.
 

Section I: 49
 

Section II: 59
 

Section III: 60
 

TOTAL: 560
 

Mr. Gonzalez chose to take the second half of the TOEFL course again and worked very

hard to improve his previous score. If you have any questions, please contact me
 
at this office.
 

Sincerely,
 

Margaret L. Poe 
Director of TOEFL 



kon Baldwin-Wallace College 
aerea. OH 44017 
,216) 234-0405 
Telex: 248777 ALA UR 
Cable: Amerlang 
Cleveland. OH 

March 8, 1994
 

Lisa Jernburg
 
Worchester Polytechnic Institute
 
Department of Management
 
100 Institute Road
 
Worchester, M 01609-2280
 

Dear Ms. Jernberg:
 

I have been asked to write to you about the final TOEFL score obtained by Edgar

Izquierdo while at ALA. The following are his hand-scored results.
 

SECTION I: 52
 

SECTION I: 63
 

SECTION II1: 53
 

TOTAL: 
 560
 

As you can see, Mr. Izquierdo has made a great improvement with respect to the last
 
TOEFL taken in December. If you have any questions, please contact me at this office.
 

Sincerely,
 

Margaret L.-Poe 
Director of TOEFL 

• o. 


